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Kurzdarstellung
In dieser Arbeit werden erstmals dünne, unstrukturierte sowie lateral strukturierte
metallische Schichten in organische Mikroresonatoren eingebettet und anschließend
die optischen Eigenschaften mittels spektroskopischer Verfahren untersucht. Es zeigt
sich, dass die erwarteten hohen optischen Verluste durch die Absorption des elek-
trischen Feldes im Metall deutlich reduziert sind, verglichen mit dem Fall einer freis-
tehenden, nicht eingebetteten Metallschicht gleicher Dicke. Als Folge der Wech-
selwirkung der photonischen Kavitätsmode mit dem Metall spaltet diese in zwei
miteinander gekoppelte Moden auf. Diese neuartigen Moden werden als Tamm-
Plasmonen bezeichnet. Die Kopplung sowie die spektrale Diﬀerenz beider Moden ist
zum einen durch die optischen Eigenschaften und die Dicke der eingebetteten Met-
allschicht deﬁniert, zum anderen durch die optische Dicke der angrenzenden dielek-
trischen Schichten. Dadurch ist eine Optimierung des Systems im Hinblick auf Ab-
sorption und Emissionswellenlänge der Bauteile möglich, so dass selbst bei Raumtem-
peratur kohärente Emission eines Tamm-Zustands erzielt werden kann. Eine erarbeit-
ete analytische Rechnung bestätigt und erklärt die experimentell gemessene, polari-
sationsabhängige Aufspaltung der auftretenden resonanten Moden.
Im zweiten Teil der Arbeit sind organische Mikroresonatoren, deren eingebettete Met-
allschicht in lateraler Richtung auf verschiedene Weisen strukturiert sind, Gegen-
stand der Untersuchungen. Als Folge dieser Strukturierung kommt es zur lateralen
Beschränkung der photonischen Zustandsdichte, was durch eine Diskretisierung der
Energiespektren der resultierenden optischen Moden experimentell nachweisbar ist.
Werden periodische Metallstreifen mittels Photolithographie erzeugt, so kommt es
neben einer weiteren Beeinﬂussung der Zustandsdichte auch zu Eﬀekten, die durch
diese Periodizität bedingt sind. Entsprechend reproduziert sich die Kavitätsmode
mehrfach im Impulsraum. Oberﬂächenplasmonen, die auf der Grenzﬂäche zwischen
dem Metall und den dielektrischen Schichten propagieren, werden auf Grund der Pe-
riodizität bis in den experimentell zugänglichen Lichtkegel gestreut. Dabei werden
Plasmonenresonanzen bis hin zur 30. Ordnung gemessen.
Im letzten Experiment werden derart periodisch strukturierte Metall-Organik-Mikro-
resonatoren auf ihre Lasertätigkeit hin untersucht. Eine lokal begrenzte optische
Anregung mittels eines gepulsten Lasers führt zur Ausbildung verschiedener Bloch-
ähnlicher Moden, deren Kohärenz sich lateral bis zu 40m ausbreitet. Eine Fourier-
analyse zeigt eindeutige und feste Phasenbeziehungen zwischen angrenzenden Max-
ima der Moden. Zusammenfassend ergeben sich interessante metall-organische Sys-
teme, die minimale Absorption und niedrige Laserschwellen aufweisen und die prinzip-
ielle Eignung zur elektrischen Kontaktierung besitzen.
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Abstract
The subject of this thesis is the investigation of organic microcavities with imple-
mented unstructured and laterally structured metal layers. The optical properties
are studied by means of various spectroscopic techniques and are compared to con-
ventional metal-free devices. It is shown that the large expected absorption caused by
the embedded metal is reduced compared to the case of a free-standing metal layer
of the same thickness. As a consequence of the interaction of the photonic cavity
mode with the metallic structures, two new coupled modes emerge which are called
Tamm plasmons. The strength of this coupling and the resulting spectral diﬀerence
of these modes are deﬁned by the thickness of both the metal layer and the adjacent
dielectric layers. These control parameters enable the optimization of the structural
design. Accordingly, coherent emission from Tamm plasmons is realized at room
temperature. An analytical approach is developed accounting for the experimentally
observed polarization splitting of detuned resonances.
Next, laterally structured metal layers embedded into organic microcavities are con-
sidered. The structuring leads to a conﬁnement of the photonic density of states
evident from a clear discretization in energy of the corresponding modes. Applying
a photolithographic technique to structure the metal layer into a pattern of regu-
larly placed stripes leads to additional eﬀects due to the resulting periodicity. By
exciting this hybrid structure above a certain threshold, periodic arrays of localized
cavity modes and metal-based Tamm plasmons are generated. These Bloch-like ex-
cited states are capable of phase coupling across the grating. Additionally, surface
plasmon polaritons (SPPs) are excited propagating at the interface of the silver and
the adjacent dielectric layers. Thanks to the periodicity of the metallic stripes, SPPs
are subject to eﬃcient Bragg scattering into the light cone in air. Modes up to order
number 30 are detectable as quasi-linear periodic lines in the dispersion pattern. A
Fourier analysis reveals an in- or out-of-phase coupling of the modes and a spread
of the coherence over macroscopic distances of more than 40m. This strategy of
embedding metal patterns into an organic microcavity yields a viable route towards
electrically contacted organic solid-state lasers.
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1 Introduction
In 1916, Albert Einstein theoretically demonstrated the equivalence of the absorption
of photons in a two-energy-level system and its inverse process, namely stimulated
emission [1]. He claimed that both processes can occur with the same probability
and that the corresponding transition rates only depend on the occupation number
of the levels involved. However, it took several decades to prove this theory in an
experiment. In 1953, the ﬁrst device emitting stimulated photons in the microwave
regime was demonstrated and called maser1 [2, 3]. In 1960, Theodore Maiman re-
alized the ﬁrst ’optical maser’ which was called laser2. In this experiment, a pulsed
ﬂash lamp (duration of a few milliseconds) was utilized to pump a ruby crystal. Since
that time, the laser has started its success story. Rapid progress in this ﬁeld has lead
to new sources, e.g. to electrically driven semiconductor lasers based on GaAs [4] in
1962, or the optically pumped organic dye laser in 1966 [5, 6]. The distinct proper-
ties of laser light such as a high degree of spatial and temporal coherence, parallel
beam output with very low divergence, together with the possibility of generating ex-
tremely short and high power pulses provide the basis for various applications. This
includes everyday applications in communication technologies, material processing,
medical technologies, and many research applications such as non-linear optics and
the real-time observation of ultra-short physical and chemical processes.
Eﬃcient small-scale solid-state lasers are the key for miniaturizing devices requiring
coherent light sources, such as optical drives or optical logic circuits. However, so-
phisticated and costly technologies have to be utilized in order to epitaxially grow and
dope commercially available laser diodes based on inorganic semiconductors, such as
InGaN. Another limitation of inorganic systems are the available wavelengths of the
laser output given by the narrow optical transitions of the corresponding crystals or,
1Microwave Ampliﬁcation by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
2Light Ampliﬁcation by Stimulated Emission of Radiation
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to some extent, by doping.
As alternative, organic solid-state lasers are under intense study. The broad emission
bands of certain organic dye molecules can be utilized to realize micron-sized organic
solid-state lasers with an output emission tunable over a wide spectral range [7, 8].
In addition to organic distributed feedback (DFB) lasers [9, 10] and potential devices
based on organic single crystals [11], one promising concept is the organic vertical
cavity surface emitting laser (OVCSEL). In this case, the active medium is embedded
in a planar microcavity formed by highly reﬂective dielectric mirrors. Easy fabrica-
tion techniques in high vacuum systems allow for low-cost fabrication and oﬀer great
potential for device upscaling. Recently, work on optically pumped, low-threshold,
single-mode organic solid-state lasers have been reported [12–18].
Another prominent feature of high-quality microcavities is the ability to enhance the
coupling of photons to the excitons generated in a semiconductor. If this interaction
is suﬃciently intense, one enters the regime of the so-called strong coupling and a new
quasi-particle is formed, named an exciton polariton. This coupling is experimentally
indicated by a splitting of the cavity resonance into two ’anticrossing’ branches. Such
anticrossing is also known from surface plasmon polaritons which are conﬁned to the
interface between a metal layer and a dielectric medium. In this case, the volume
plasmon couples to an electromagnetic ﬁeld.
Although the physical mechanisms are quite diﬀerent, both systems, the exciton po-
lariton and the surface plasmon polariton, are known to undergo a transition from
an incoherent to a coherent state while being pumped. Unlike conventional photon
lasers and surface plasmon lasers (Spasers) [9, 19], a parametric scattering process
leads to the non-linear accumulation of exciton polaritons in the ground state without
the necessity of population inversion [20, 21].
In this work, microcavity systems with organic small molecules as active medium and
an embedded metallic layer are presented. On the pathway towards an electrically
driven organic solid-state laser, such metal layers may be used as electrodes to con-
tact the active layer.
The focus of this thesis is put on optical investigations and characterization of metal-
organic microcavities. The broad emission and gain bands provided by the organic
molecules are beneﬁcial to spectroscopically map the complex mode structure induced
by various metallic structures inside the resonator. It is demonstrated that Tamm
8
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plasmons are formed next to the interface between the metal layer and a periodic
dielectric stack (such as a dielectric mirror). These states couple to the photonic
mode of the microcavity, leading to an anticrossing of the new hybridized states. Op-
timizing the design reduces the overall optical losses and allows for the observation
of coherent emission from cavity photons and Tamm plasmons at room temperature.
Structuring the metal layer leads to an additional conﬁnement of the photonic den-
sity of states and, in case of periodic structuring in lateral direction, the observation
of surface plasmon polaritons and Bloch-like photonic bands. Finally, macroscopic
coherence is observed occurring on diﬀerent Bloch states localized either at the center
or at the edges of the resulting Brillouin zone.
The thesis is structured as follows: In Chapter 2, the basic physical fundamentals are
presented. The propagation of light in dielectric media and metals is discussed and
possible ways of conﬁning the photonic density of states are shown. In Chapter 3,
the general sample structure and processing techniques are explained. Spectroscopic
setups are utilized to study the optical properties of the manufactured samples.
Investigating the samples which have been produced applying novel techniques leads
to various results and are presented in two Chapters: The optical properties of organic
microcavities are discussed in Chapter 4 with the emphasis on planar metal layers
embedded into the resonator. The formation of Tamm plasmons, their coupling
to the altered cavity resonance, and ﬁnally the coherence properties of emerging
modes are studied in detail. In Chapter 5, phenomena related to the structuring
of the metallic layer are presented. Both, the conﬁnement in lateral direction and
the periodicity of metal stripes have major impact on the occurring optical modes.
Finally, a conclusion is given in Chapter 6 to brieﬂy summarize the results, and to
suggest possible directions for further research.
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2 Physical fundamentals
This Chapter provides an introduction into the physical basics of the investigated
optical systems in order to support understanding of the experiments and main con-
clusions presented in this thesis. At ﬁrst, the principles of light propagation and
excitations in dielectric media and metals are discussed. The propagation of electro-
magnetic waves in layered media is explained theoretically and a short introduction to
the transfer matrix algorithm – a powerful method for calculating eigenstates in opti-
cal systems such as microcavities – is given. Next, some approaches are discussed in
order to account for additional conﬁnement of the electromagnetic ﬁeld inside later-
ally structured micro-resonators. The last Sections deal with the theory of microcavity
lasers with organic small molecules as active medium.
2.1 Propagation of light
2.1.1 Optics in dielectric media
The propagation of light as an electromagnetic wave in a given medium is generally
described by a set of linear partial diﬀerential equations, the Maxwell equations:
divD = f
divB = 0
rotE =  @B
@t
rotH = jf +
@D
@t
:
(2.1)
These formulae couple the electric displacement ﬁeld D, the electric ﬁeld E, the
magnetic ﬁeld H, and the magnetic ﬂux density B. The interplay of these ﬁelds with
free electric charges and currents is represented by the charge density f and the
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current density jf . A medium without free charge carriers and thus without electric
current ﬂux is referred to as dielectric medium. In this case, f and jf become zero
and all the Equations (2.1) are homogeneous. In a linear, isotropic dielectric medium,
the electric displacement ﬁeld D and the magnetic ﬂux density B are deﬁned as:
D := "0"(!)E
B := 0r(!)H;
(2.2)
with the electric permittivity "0 and the magnetic permeability 0 of vacuum, the
frequency-dependent relative permittivity "(!) and permeability r(!) as material
characteristics.
An important implication of Eqs. (2.1) is the derivation of the homogeneous wave
equation for the ﬁelds E and B by combining the curl equations:
E  1
c2
@2E
@t2
= 0: (2.3)
The magnetic and electric constants of the medium relate the phase velocity c with
the vacuum speed of light c01:
c2 =
1
"0"0r
=
c20
"r
:=
c20
n2
: (2.4)
Materials studied within this framework are non-magnetic at optical frequencies lead-
ing to r = 1. Since the absorption of ideal dielectric materials is zero, the refractive
index n is in this case a positive real number and of central importance in optics.
The simplest solution of the wave equation (2.3) in a linear, isotropic, and time-
independent medium are transversal plane waves of single angular frequency !:
E(r) = E0e
i(kr !t): (2.5)
Here, k denotes the wave vector of the propagating plane wave, pointing towards the
direction of propagation. The transversal character of the light is manifested by:
B ? E; E ? k; and B ? k: (2.6)
1c0 = 299792458
m
s ; "0 = 8:854 187 817 : : :  10 12 AsVm: ; 0 = 4  10 7 NA2 .
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Consequently, the linear dispersion relation of plane waves follows in accordance with
Eq. (2.3):
! = c jkj : (2.7)
The majority of optical ﬁelds within this thesis are considered as monochromatic with
a single angular frequency. This simpliﬁcation is legitimate because most materials
used here are linear, so that each frequency component interacts independently with
the media.
2.1.2 Optics in metals
This Section considers a situation where strong optical losses in metals alter or even
prevent the propagation of electromagnetic waves. Metals are highly reﬂective for
frequencies up to the visible range of the electromagnetic spectrum. Therefore, they
are widely used as mirrors. The high density of free electrons causing this eﬀect
also allows for current ﬂows in metals. This leads to ﬁnite values of f and jf in
Maxwell’s equations (Eq. (2.1)). With this in mind, one can describe the propagation
of electromagnetic waves in highly absorbing metals and derive the wave equation.
Starting from Maxwell’s equations (2.1), (2.2), and (2.4), the expression:
grad divE E =  0r @jf
@t
  1
c2
@2E
@t2
; (2.8)
can be derived. According to Ohm’s law, the internal current density jf and the
electric ﬁeld E are linearly related via the (frequency-dependent) conductivity :
jf = E: (2.9)
Taking again a harmonic time dependence (i.e. Eq. (2.5)), the derivatives transform
into the Fourier domain (with respect to time and space) as @=@t!  i!, @2=@t2 !
 !2, r ! ik, and  !  k2. Finally, the equation describing the propagation of
electromagnetic waves in non-magnetic metals reads:
  k^(k^  E) + k^2E =

i0! +
!2
c2

E; (2.10)
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where k^ denotes the complex wave vector. For transverse waves, i.e. k^  E = 0, the
following equation deﬁnes the generic dispersion relation of a damped electromagnetic
wave in metals:
k^2 =
!2
c20

"+ i

!"0

=:
!2
c20
"^ =:
!2
c20
n^2: (2.11)
Longitudinal solutions are only possible for a vanishing dielectric function, "(!) = 0,
and will be brieﬂy discussed later.
These equations are identical with the corresponding equations for dielectric media,
but with a generalized complex-valued dielectric function "^ = "0+i"00 and the complex
refractive index n^ = n+ i. In general, "^(!) and (!) are linked and complex-valued
functions of angular frequency !. In the optical frequency range, "^ can be obtained
experimentally by determining the complex refractive index n^ as:
"0 = n2   2
"00 = 2n
n2 =
"0
2
+
1
2
p
"02 + "002
 =
"00
2n
:
(2.12)
 is called the attenuation index or extinction coeﬃcient. It describes the attenuation
of the amplitude of the intensity I(x) of a beam propagating through the medium with
absorption coeﬃcient  along the x-direction, according to the law of Lambert-Beer:
I(x) = I0e
 x with (!) =
2(!)!
c
: (2.13)
This damping leads to a limited penetration depth into conducting media, which is
typically in the order of a small fraction of the wavelength  of the light.
Drude model
In the following, a relatively simple description of the optical properties of metals is
given in terms of a plasma model, known as the Drude model [22]. Here, the electrons
in metals are considered as a collective ensemble or gas with the number density n,
under the inﬂuence of a ﬁxed, positively charged background of ionized atoms. The
applied alternating electromagnetic ﬁeld leads to oscillations of the electrons. Their
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motion is damped due to collisions characterized by a collision frequency . At room
temperature, the relaxation time  1 of the free electron gas is of the order of 10 14 s.
The response of the electrons (mass m, charge  e) in the plasma to the external ﬁeld
stimulus is given by the equation of motion:
mx+m _x =  eE: (2.14)
A superposition of the periodic motion induced by the harmonic ﬁeld and the decay
yields the following solution:
x(t) =
e
m(!2 + i!)
E(t): (2.15)
The motion of electrons contributes to the current density j =  ne _x, which is explic-
itly given by:
j =   ne
2
m(!2 + i!)
_E =   ne
2
m(!2 + i!)
i!E = E: (2.16)
The dielectric function for low frequencies can be extracted using Equation (2.11).
For alkali metals, this approach is suitable up to the ultraviolet. For noble metals,
interband transitions limit the validity. Here, the response is mainly driven by the
free s-orbital electrons, whereas the ﬁlled d-orbital band causes a highly polarized
environment due to the positively charged ion cores. To account for this residual
polarization, a background dielectric constant "1 is introduced and it follows:
"(!) = "1

1  !
2
p
!2 + i!

(2.17)
with !2p =
ne2
"0m
being the plasma frequency of the free electron gas. It determines the
eigenfrequency of the charge density oscillations driven by the Coulomb interaction
between electrons and inﬁnitely heavy ions as the restoring force. In Figure 2.1, the
real (a) and imaginary part (b) of the dielectric function (Eq. (2.17)) are ﬁtted to
the experimentally determined data of silver [23]. For silver, the Drude model is
applicable for photon energies ~! in the visible range up to about 4 eV ( 310nm).
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Figure 2.1: Real (a) and imaginary (b) part of the dielectric function (Eq. (2.17)) of the
free electron gas (solid line) ﬁtted to the literature values from Ref. [23] for silver (dots).
At higher energies (~! > 4 eV) interband transitions limit the validity of the Drude model
ﬁt.
Plasmonic excitations
Metals retain their metallic character (Ref"(!)g < 0), for photon energies below the
plasma frequency ~!p. Electromagnetic waves are not allowed to propagate through
the metal due to the strong damping accompanied by a high reﬂectivity. For photon
energies above the plasma frequency ~!p and without interband transitions, metals
exhibit a dielectric character, allowing electromagnetic waves to propagate. At fre-
quencies close to !p, the product !  1, and the free electron plasma is undamped.
Thus, the dielectric response "(!) is predominantly real:
"(!) = "1

1  !
2
p
!2

: (2.18)
Inserting this expression into Eq. (2.11) yields the dispersion relation for traveling
waves:
!2 = !2p + k
2c20: (2.19)
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Frequencies being equal to !p lead to "(!p) = 0 and k = 0. Therefore, this excitation
must correspond to a collective longitudinal mode, as claimed discussing Eq. (2.10).
The quanta of these in-phase charge oscillations (red dashed line in Fig. 2.3) are
called volume plasmons. Due to their longitudinal nature, volume plasmons cannot
couple to transverse electromagnetic waves.
Finally, solutions of a wave equation are discussed which propagate at the interface
between a dielectric medium and a conductor, namely surface plasmon polaritons
(SPPs). In this case, the electromagnetic ﬁeld couples strongly to the electron plasma
of the metal and is evanescently conﬁned in directions normal to the interface. Start-
ing with the wave equation (2.10) and deﬁning a (complex) propagation constant
 = kx, for propagation in x-direction according to the coordinate system in Figure
2.2, one obtains expressions for the diﬀerent ﬁeld components of E and H [22]. For
transverse magnetic (TM or p, see Section 2.2.1) modes, one obtains the following
non-zero solutions of the components in both half spaces (details found in Ref. [24]).
For z > 0:
Hy(z) = A2e
ix k2z
Ex(z) = iA2
1
!"0"2
k2e
ix k2z
Ez(z) =  A2 
!"0"2
eix k2z
(2.20)
Figure 2.2: Surface plasmon polaritons are conﬁned to the interface between a conductor
and an insulator, traveling along the x-direction around z = 0. The electric ﬁeld of a SPP
(illustrated in red) decays exponentially into directions perpendicular to the surface.
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Figure 2.3: Dispersion relation of the SPPs occurring at the interface between silver and air
(black solid line, lower branch). This branch approaches the characteristic SPP frequency
given by !spp = !p=
p
1 + "2. Due to strong coupling of photons (! = ck) to the electron
sea, the original volume plasmon resonance (red dashed line) is altered exhibiting a larger
curvature (black solid line, upper branch).
and for z < 0:
Hy(z) = A1e
ix+k1z
Ex(z) =  iA1 1
!"0"1
k1e
ix+k1z
Ez(z) =  A1 
!"0"1
eix+k1z:
(2.21)
The amplitudes of the ﬁelds in the respective regions are Aj and the dielectric
constants of both materials are "j, j = 1; 2. The component of the wave vector
perpendicular to the interface is kj. The reciprocal values 1= jkjj deﬁne the length
of the exponentially decaying ﬁelds in the direction normal to the interface. These
penetrations into adjacent layers become even more important as they are capable of
coupling to optically active dielectric media like organic small molecules attached to
metal stripes. Such experiments are discussed in Chapter 5.
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Conﬁnement of the wave to the surface requires Re f"1g < 0 and "2 > 0, i.e. SPPs
only exist at the interface between a conductor and an insulator. The necessary
continuity of ﬁeld components at the interface, combined with the requirement to
fulﬁll the wave equation results in the dispersion relation of SPPs2:
 = k0
r
"1"2
"1 + "2
; (2.22)
where k0 denotes the vacuum wave number of the propagating wave. The charac-
teristic dispersion branch of SPPs normalized to the respective plasma frequency is
plotted in Figure 2.3, assuming a dielectric constant of metal with negligible damp-
ing, according to Eq. (2.18). The black solid line lying to the right of the respective
light line corresponds to the propagating SPP. Due to momentum conservation, SPPs
cannot be excited optically without applying special phase-matching techniques such
as grating or prism coupling. In Chapter 5, a technique is described to eﬃciently
Bragg-scatter the SPP dispersion branches exceeding the wave vector of light by em-
bedding a thin silver grating into an organic microcavity.
A similar set of equations which are comparable to Eqs. (2.20) and (2.21) can be
derived for transversal electric (TE or s) polarized surface modes. However, continu-
ity arguments for the ﬁeld components of E and H require the corresponding ﬁeld
amplitudes to be zero in order to have conﬁnement. Thus, surface modes cannot exist
for TE polarization.
2.2 Light propagation in planar stratiﬁed media
2.2.1 Polarization dependent reﬂection and refraction
In the previous Section, the propagation of electromagnetic waves in media is de-
scribed based on solutions of the wave equation. In this Section, the general behavior
of light at optical boundaries is discussed. An extended discussion can be found in
Ref. [25–27]. In Figure 2.4, two media with refractive indices ni and nt are attached
to each other having an interface at z = 0. The interface is taken as inﬁnitely ex-
tended and planar in the x   y-plane, i.e. the curvature radius of the surface is
2valid for both real and complex "1.
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Figure 2.4: An incident (index i) electromagnetic ﬁeld is partially reﬂected (index r) and
transmitted (index t) at the interface between two media with refractive indices ni and nt;
shown for both polarizations.
always much larger than the wavelength of the light. The electromagnetic wave is
incident from the left and characterized by the ﬁelds E, and H, and by the wave
vector k pointing in the direction of propagation. Without loss of generality, an elec-
tromagnetic wave approaching a planar interface can be described as a superposition
of two ﬁelds exhibiting perpendicular polarizations. For s polarization, the electric
ﬁeld oscillates in the x  y-plane, whereas in case of p polarization, the electric ﬁeld
oscillates in the x   z-plane. Taking the coordinate system deﬁned in Figure 2.4,
the boundary conditions according to Maxwell’s equations require for both cases the
tangential components Ex, Ey, Hx, and Hy to be continuous at the interface at z = 0.
For s polarization, the electric ﬁeld is intrinsically continuous because it has compo-
nents only in y-direction:
Ei + Er = Et: (2.23)
Continuity of the x-components of H requires:
Hi;x +Hr;x = Ht;x; (2.24)
and with the relation between the electric and magnetic ﬁeld for transverse waves:
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H =
r
"

k
k
 E; (2.25)
it follows: r
"i
i
(Ei   Er) cos i =
r
"t
t
Et cos t: (2.26)
For p polarization, the same continuity arguments yield for the magnetic ﬁeld, ex-
hibiting components only in y-direction:
Hi +Hr = Ht: (2.27)
Again, applying relation (2.25) leads to:r
"i
i
(Ei + Er) =
r
"t
t
Et: (2.28)
Consequently, with the continuity condition for the x-components of E one can write:
(Ei   Er) cos i = Et cos t: (2.29)
The indices for the permeability  and the permittivity " are identical with the indices
of the corresponding materials where light is incident (i) and transmitted (t).
For light approaching an optical boundary constituted by the interface between the
non-magnetic (i = t = 1) media i and t, the polarization dependent reﬂection and
transmission coeﬃcients are deﬁned as:
rs =
ni cos i   nt cos t
ni cos i + nt cos t
; ts =
2ni cos i
ni cos i + nt cos t
;
rp =
nt cos i   ni cos t
ni cos t + nt cos i
; tp =
2ni cos i
ni cos t + nt cos i
:
(2.30)
These are the Fresnel formulae with the so-called Fresnel reﬂection coeﬃcients rs,
and rp, and the Fresnel transmission coeﬃcients ts and tp, for s and p polarization,
respectively. These equations describe the behavior of an electromagnetic wave at a
boundary and are valid for both real and complex-valued refractive indices.
In the experiment, the electric ﬁeld amplitudes are not directly accessible but, instead,
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the intensities I which are proportional to the square of the ﬁeld amplitudes. The
average value of the intensity along the direction of propagation is given by the time-
averaged Poynting vector S = EH:
hSi = 1
2
n
c

jE0j2 k
k
: (2.31)
According to the coordinate system in Figure 2.4, the intensity through a unit plane
parallel to the interface corresponds to the z-component of Eq. (2.31) as:
hSiz;i =
1
2
ni
c

jEij2 cos i (incident wave)
hSiz;r =
1
2
ni
c

jErj2 cos i (reected wave)
hSiz;t =
1
2
nt
c

jEtj2 cos t (transmitted wave) (2.32)
The experimentally accessible measures of the reﬂectance through a single interface
are then deﬁned as:
R :=
hSiz;r
hSiz;i
=
ErEi
2 ; (2.33)
and the transmittance is:
T :=
hSiz;t
hSiz;i
=
EtEi
2 nt cos tni cos i =
EtEi
2 tan itan t : (2.34)
To obtain the last equation, Snell’s law is applied: nt sin t = ni sin i. In Section 3.2,
a detailed description is given on how to experimentally obtain transmittance and
emission spectra.
2.2.2 Transfer matrix algorithm
In the previous Section, the principles of transmission and reﬂection at a single optical
boundary are discussed. In order to describe multiple reﬂections and transmissions
in a sample consisting of several layers, the transfer matrix formalism is utilized.
Instead of accounting for multiple reﬂections by solving Fresnel’s formulae for each
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Figure 2.5: The ﬁeld amplitudes form a column vector at each optical boundary and
become transformed via propagation and transmission matrices.
single interface, one single characteristic matrix is obtained and has to be evaluated.
As a basis, a simultaneously forward (+k) and backward ( k) traveling electromag-
netic wave of angular frequency ! along the z-direction is considered:
E(z; t) = Aei(kz !t) +Be i(kz+!t): (2.35)
A column vector represents the amplitudes A and B for each point, according to
Figure 2.5. The propagation of the ﬁelds through a layer (index j) with (complex)
refractive index nj and thickness dj is described by the diagonal propagation matrix
Pj. The ﬁeld transforms as:
 
Aj
Bj
!
= Pj 
 
A0j
B0j
!
=
 
eij 0
0 e ij
!

 
A0j
B0j
!
; (2.36)
where j denotes the respective phase shift, with:
j = kjdj =
2

njdj cos j: (2.37)
The transformation of the ﬁeld at an interface between medium j and medium k
is described by the transmission matrix Tjk composed of the Fresnel coeﬃcients of
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reﬂection and transmission: 
A0j
B0j
!
= Tjk 
 
Ak
Bk
!
=
1
tjk
 
1 rjk
rjk 1
!

 
Ak
Bk
!
: (2.38)
For multi-layer stacks, the main advantage of a description with matrices is that
evaluating Frensel equations and accounting for multiple reﬂections is reduced to
simple matrix multiplications. For a stack consisting of N layers one writes: 
A00
B00
!
= T01 
 
NY
l=1
Pl  Tll+1
!

 
AN+1
BN+1
!
=:M 
 
AN+1
BN+1
!
: (2.39)
Here, A00, B00, and AN+1, BN+1 denote the ﬁeld amplitudes to the left and right of the
layer stack and correspond to ambient or the substrate, respectively. For the sake of
simplicity, the incident wave comes from the left, with an amplitude A00 normalized
to one. The computing time can be further reduced assuming that no waves exist in
the region N+1 (right to the stack) traveling to the left, i.e. BN+1 = 0. M describes
the characteristic matrix of the complete structure including the ambient medium
and the substrate material. In a 22 matrix representation the characteristic matrix
has the following form:
M =
 
M11 M12
M21 M22
!
: (2.40)
For lossless surrounding media, the reﬂectance R and transmittance T can be calcu-
lated, since M contains all optical information:
R = jrj2 =
M21M11
2 and T = jtj2 =  1M11
2 tan 0tan N+1 : (2.41)
For an analytical description of complex coupled modes as they occur in metal-organic
hybrid cavities, these coeﬃcients are described in detail in Chapter 4, Section 4.3. If
not stated diﬀerently, all transfer matrix calculations are performed with the com-
mercial software Film Wizard3 or RSoft.4
3SCI scientiﬁc.
4module ModeProp or BeamProp, RSoft Design Group, Inc.
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2.2.3 Distributed Bragg reﬂectors
Reﬂections at metallic surfaces originate from the high density of free electrons in
metals (see Sec. 2.1.2). However, electrons may start oscillating collectively, increas-
ing the probability of collisions resulting in a conversion of energy into heat. Thus,
the reﬂectivity of metals in the visible range is limited. As discussed in the previous
Section, electromagnetic ﬁelds separate into a transmitted and a reﬂected part in the
presence of an optical boundary. For instance, in the visible spectrum, the amount
of reﬂected light at a single dielectric, i.e., transparent surface is only a few percent.
To increase the reﬂectivity at a certain design wavelength d, a sequence of dielectric
layers with alternating refractive indices (nj) is considered. In this case, multiple
reﬂections occur which can interfere constructively if the thickness of each layer is
dj = d=4nj, where j = H;L represent high and low refractive medium, respectively.
In this case, the phase shift of the reﬂected parts equals 2=2. Additionally, the wave
experiences a phase shift of  when being reﬂected at an optically dense interface.
The resulting overall phase shift is then 2, meaning that successive reﬂections from
neighboring interfaces will be in-phase which is prerequisite for constructive inter-
ference. This situation is analogous to Bragg reﬂections of x-rays at crystal planes.
Hence, a device with 2N + 1 layers, starting and ending with the high refractive
medium is called a distributed Bragg reﬂector (DBR).
In accordance with Eq. (2.39), the characteristic matrix of a DBR reads:
MDBR = T0H(PHTHLPLTLH)NPHTHS; (2.42)
where the indices 0 and S represent the ambient and the substrate, respectively.
With the mentioned phase conditions for quarter-wavelength layers in mind, the
propagation matrix is simpliﬁed, independent of the material, to:
P =
 
i 0
0  i
!
: (2.43)
The transmission matrix for s polarization and perpendicularly impinging beams
reads:
T = 1
2nj
 
nj + nk nj   nk
nj   nk nj + nk
!
: (2.44)
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Figure 2.6: Calculated maximum reﬂectance versus number of layer pairs for the material
combination of nH = 2:1 (TiO2) or 1:9 (ZrO2) and nL = 1:45 (SiO2), with ns = 1:5 and
n0 = 1:0.
Inserting into Eq. (2.42) yields5:
M = 1
2n0nH
0BB@ i

n2H

 nH
nL
N
+ n0nS

 nL
nH
N
i

n2H

 nH
nL
N
  n0nS

 nL
nH
N
 i

n2H

 nH
nL
N
  n0nS

 nL
nH
N
i

n2H

 nH
nL
N
+ n0nS

 nL
nH
N
1CCA ;
(2.45)
and the maximum reﬂectance of a DBR consisting of 2N + 1 layers can be deduced
from Eq. (2.41):
Rmax =
0B@1  n0nsn2H

nL
nH
2N
1 + n0ns
n2H

nL
nH
2N
1CA
2
: (2.46)
This expression rapidly approaches unity with increasing number of layer pairs with
preferably high contrast of the refractive indices. Figure 2.6 illustrates the maximum
reﬂectivity of a DBR depending on the number of layer pairs. Two sets of refractive
indices are evaluated which correspond to experimentally obtained data used within
5In this treatment, rp =  rs at zero angle, due to a phase shift on reﬂection.
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Figure 2.7: Calculated reﬂectance of lossless DBR mirrors composed of up to 21 alternating
layers of nH and nL at normal incidence. The design is described as (H L)N H. With
increasing number of layer pairs N , the stop band width s becomes more pronounced. (a)
nH=nL = 2:1=1:45 representing the material combination of TiO2/SiO2, and (b) nH=nL =
1:9=1:45 representing the material combination of ZrO2/SiO2.
this thesis for mirrors composed of TiO2/SiO2 (nH=nL = 2:1=1:45) and ZrO2/SiO2
(nH=nL = 1:9=1:45), respectively. The calculated curves does neither account for
lossy media nor the respective dispersion. Hence, for realistic media, the losses pre-
vent the reﬂectance from approaching 100%, so that additional layer pairs would not
improve the reﬂectance further.
In Figure 2.7, the transfer matrix algorithm is used to calculate the reﬂectance
spectra of DBRs with varying number of layer pairs ranging from N = 3; 7; 10 and
again for both sets of refractive indices. With increasing number of layers, the re-
ﬂectance within a certain spectral range increases. This range is called stop band
and is analogous to the band gap occurring in semiconductor crystals. In both cases,
the origin of the band gap is the periodicity of either the electronic crystal or the
DBR as a crystal for photons. Thus, such structures are often referred to as photonic
crystals [28] with a pronounced ’forbidden band’. The extension of the stop band can
be approximated as [29]:
s =
2dn
ne
: (2.47)
The maximum reﬂectivity according to Eq. 2.46 is found in the center of the stop
band exactly at the design wavelength d. n denotes the diﬀerence in refractive
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indices of the composing materials, and ne is the eﬀective refractive index of the
DBR. If the index contrast is small (as it is here), ne can be approximated by the
average value of nH and nL. To the left and right of the stop band, side bands are
found that exhibit oscillatory behavior with large amplitudes down to zero reﬂectance.
If plotted in terms of photon energy, the period of these oscillations is constant.
2.2.4 Microcavity structures
Distributed Bragg reﬂectors can be utilized to arrange high-quality interferometric
setups. One possible geometry is the Fabry-Pérot interferometer, where light is re-
ﬂected multiple times between two parallel plates. If the distance between the two
mirrors is of the order of the wavelength of light, the system is called micro-resonator
or microcavity. Taking the case of normal incidence  = 0, standing waves can occur
if the optical thickness of the cavity Lc corresponding to the distance dc between the
mirrors, is a multiple of the optical half-wavelength:
Lc = ncdc =
mc
2
; (2.48)
where m = 1; 2; 3; ::: is the mode number, nc and dc are the refractive index and the
physical thickness of the cavity layer, respectively. Note that phase delays in the
mirrors are neglected (see also the following Section). The characteristic matrix for
this conﬁguration can be written as:
Mc = T0H(PHTHLPLTLH)NPHTHcPcTcH(PHTHLPLTLH)NPHTHS: (2.49)
By evaluating Eq. (2.37), the phase shift at the resonance wavelength and for
normal incidence inside the cavity layer corresponds to c = kcdc = . It follows that
the propagation matrix Pc and also the expression THcPcTcH are identical with the
negative unit matrix:
Pc = THcPcTcH =
 
 1 0
0  1
!
: (2.50)
For higher order modes, i.e. c = m, the latter equation would always give the unity
matrix or its negative, meaning that such a layer would not inﬂuence the characteristic
matrixM, except for a possible change of sign. But this fact implies that again a half-
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Figure 2.8: Calculated reﬂectance spectra of lossless microcavities composed of two DBRs
and a cavity layer at normal incidence. The design is (H L)10 H 2L H (L H)10. (a) The
localized cavity resonance appears at the cavity wavelength c, in the center of the stop
band. (b) The resonances exhibit a Lorentzian shape. The width c of the lines is in
accordance with the estimation of the Q factor from Eq. (2.51) for lossless media. The
residual reﬂectance does not approach zero, since the minimum reﬂectance is determined by
the boundary between ambient and substrate.
wavelength layer would be formed by attaching identical quarter-wavelength layers
of the DBRs. Consequently, the whole contribution of both DBRs in the expression
for M vanishes and the reﬂectance is that of a single optical boundary between
substrate and ambient. Thus, a single m  c=2-cavity layer cancels the reﬂectance
of the DBRs exactly at the design wavelength c, see Figure 2.8. If the structure is
completely symmetric, meaning identical DBRs and the same optical properties of
the surrounding, the transmittance at this wavelength would be unity.
In Section 2.3.2, detailed properties of a cavity resonance depending on detuning with
respect to the center of the DBR stop band and on polarization will be discussed.
In contrast to two beam interferometers, in a Fabry-Pérot-type etalon, the number
of beams which can interfere with each other only depend on the optical losses. By
using highly reﬂective mirrors, such as DBRs, and non-absorbing optical media, the
number of round-trips inside the Fabry-Pérot resonator can exceed 109 [30] leading
to an extremely high spectral resolution. To quantify the resolution, one evaluates
the quality factor (Q factor) of the microcavity as the ratio of the resonant cavity
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Figure 2.9: Calculated electric ﬁeld amplitude for a (H L)10 H 2L H (L H)10 microcavity
for diﬀerent combinations of refractive indices. For these stacks, an increase of index contrast
of 0:2 causes a 3-fold higher ﬁeld enhancement. Light is incident from the right with unit
amplitude. The surrounding media are air n0 = 1 and a glass substrate nS = 1:5.
wavelength to its spectral width [28]:
Q =


=
4m
nc

p
R
1 R: (2.51)
Here, the mirror reﬂectances are assumed to be equal (and close to unity) and the
cavity medium as lossless. The Q factor scales linearly with the mode number and
therefore with the cavity thickness. Note that the Q factor depends on all losses, i.e.
not only on the reﬂectivity of the mirrors, but also on the absorption of the resonant
light inside the structure.
In general, the Q factor is a measure of the rate at which optical energy is dissipated
from within the cavity (due to absorption, scattering, or mirror leakage), and Q 1
corresponds to the fraction of energy which is lost in a single round-trip. Even
though the microcavity is actually transparent at its resonant wavelengths, photons
of the corresponding energy cannot simply pass the device, but are trapped inside
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the structure. After a certain time, the cavity lifetime
c =
Qc
2c
; (2.52)
photons can escape from the cavity and result in a characteristic transmission reso-
nance, as demonstrated in Figure 2.8 (b).
The accumulation of photons inside the cavity leads to the generation of an intense
electric ﬁeld there, see Figure 2.9. This ﬁeld enhancement is determined by the Q
factor. The spectral distance between non-overlapping neighboring resonances c;m
and c;m+1 is called free spectral range (FSR) and scales inversely proportional to the
cavity length. Especially for microcavities with m = 1, the FSR typically exceeds the
stop band width s, allowing only a single resonance to exist. Hence, microcavities
are capable of single mode lasing, as discussed in the last Section 2.4 of this Chapter.
2.3 Mode structure in multi-dimensionally conﬁned
systems
2.3.1 Cavity photon dispersion in quantized systems
The dependence of energy on momentum is called dispersion. If the dispersion of a
photonic structure lies inside the light cone ! = ck, photons can couple to it according
to energy and momentum conservation. The characteristic energy dispersion of a
Fabry-Pérot resonator is determined by the design of the resonator and the resulting
allowed components of the k-vector:
E = ~! = ~cjkj = ~c
q
k2z + k
2
y + k
2
x: (2.53)
Here, we deﬁne the sample substrate as lying in the x y-plane, with its normal being
parallel to the z-direction. Thus, for planar microcavities, photons are conﬁned by
the mirrors, while they are free to propagate within the cavity plane (x   y). The
resulting conﬁnement in z-direction yields kz = 2c . Taking the condition for c
according to Eq. (2.48) and the relation jkj = kz
cos 
, where  is taken with respect to
the cavity normal, one can write the photon dispersion for one-dimensionally conﬁned
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microcavities [31–34] as:
E = ~c
dcnc cos 
: (2.54)
In case of 2D lateral conﬁnement, the refractive index is modulated uniaxially in the
resonator plane by preparing, for example, wire-shaped structures. Typically, the
wire width Ly is of the order of several wavelengths. Hence, photons are still free
to propagate along the x-axis, whereas the boundary conditions at the discontinuity
of the cavity refractive index in y-direction require the electric ﬁeld to vanish there.
This condition leads to ky = my=(ncLy), where my denotes the number of nodes in
the electric ﬁeld distribution across the wire (in y-direction). The discretization of
the dispersion for a wire-shaped, quasi one-dimensional cavity reads:
E = ~c
nc
s
1
L2c cos
2 
+
(my + 1)2
L2y
: (2.55)
Finally, a further discontinuity of the refractive index in x-direction leads to a com-
plete 3D conﬁnement yielding no momentum dependent term:
E = ~c
nc
s
1
L2c cos
2 
+
(my + 1)2
L2y
+
(mx + 1)2
L2x
; (2.56)
where mx and Lx are deﬁned similarly to the previous case. The interpretation of
these formulae reveals interesting aspects. For 1D conﬁnement, according to Eq.
(2.54), the dispersion relation can be approximated as parabolic-shaped, see Figure
2.10 (a). The apex of the parabola corresponds to the cavity design wavelength.
With increasing angle, the mode shifts towards shorter wavelengths or higher ener-
gies as it is typical for Fabry-Pérot resonators. A reduction of the dimensionality by
introducing a discontinuity of the refractive index of length Ly (in y-direction) into
the structure leads to the formation of split parabolic modes replacing the formerly
single parabolic mode (see Figure 2.10 (b)). The splitting in energy scales quadrat-
ically with the number of nodes my along this direction according to Eq. (2.55).
The ground state energy is slightly shifted to higher values with respect to the un-
structured case. Additional conﬁnement of the device in x-direction by Lx leads to a
further modiﬁcation of the dispersion. The split modes exhibit no dispersion and are
degenerate for non-zero mode numbers my and mx, if Ly = Lx, see Figure 2.10 (c).
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Figure 2.10: Photon dispersion for cavities providing diﬀerent degrees of conﬁnement, along
the x-direction (x). (a) The basic dispersion for a planar structure is approx. parabolic
in shape. The apex of the curve corresponds to the design wavelength of the microcavity.
(b) 2D conﬁnement (Ly = 5  Lz) leads to a discretization in energy. The eigenenergy for
the lowest quantum number is shifted to higher values. The diﬀerence in energy scales
quadratically with increasing mode number. (c) In case of 3D conﬁnement, with Lx = Ly =
5  Lz, photons are not allowed to propagate in any direction. The split modes show no
dispersion and are degenerate for non-zero mode numbers due to the symmetric structure.
Such structures can be realized experimentally by means of photo- and electron beam
lithography techniques [35, 36], shadow mask deposition [37], or by applying acousto-
optical lattices [38]. The corresponding photon dispersions can be mapped by angle-
resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. In this case, the experimental quantity
corresponding to the in-plane momentum is the angle with respect to the surface
normal, linked via kjj =
p
k2x + k
2
y / sin . In Section 3.2 of Chapter 3, the respective
experimental setups are presented in detail.
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2.3.2 Polarization splitting in planar DBR microcavities
In microcavities composed of two DBRs, the eigenenergies of the occurring resonances
are not only given by the optical thickness of the cavity but also by the DBR reﬂection
phases. For angular frequencies ! close to the center of the DBR stop band !d , the
polarization-dependent ( = TE, TM) reﬂection coeﬃcient of a DBR reads [39]:
r(!) = 
p
Rei with  =
nc
c
Ld (!   !d ) cos c; (2.57)
where c is the angle inside the cavity with respect to the surface normal and Ld is
the angle- and polarization-dependent penetration depth of the light into the DBRs.
The upper (lower) sign holds for the situation where the mirror starts with the higher
(lower) index medium. This again underlines the diﬀerence to metallic mirrors, where
the reﬂection is characterized by a ﬁxed phase. The power reﬂectance R, according
to Equation (2.41), is assumed to be constant. Equation 2.57 emphasizes that the
cavity thickness dc is not necessarily required to be exactly a multiple of lambda-half
in order to create a resonant mode. In this context, the general resonance condition
for microcavities composed of two DBRs reads:
m = c   1   2
2
= m; m = 0; 1; 2; :::; (2.58)
where 1, and 2 are the reﬂection phases of the DBRs in agreement with Eq. (2.57).
Consequently, the cavity mode frequency !m is a weighted average of the Fabry-Pérot
frequency !c, according to Eq. (2.48), and the DBR design wavelength !d as:
!m() =
Lc!c() + L

d ()!

s ()
Le()
; (2.59)
where Le = Lc+Ld is an eﬀective length and m is the mode number. This formula
accounts also for the formation of the cavity mode into two split and cross-polarized
modes for angles larger than 0°. This eﬀect is referred to as polarization splitting and
is investigated in several works [39–42].
In Figure 2.11 , transfer matrix calculations of angle-resolved spectra for s- (TE) (a)
and unpolarized (b) light are plotted. The design wavelength of the DBRs is chosen
as d = 630nm and the optical thickness of the cavity layer is detuned to 2:5  d=4.
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Figure 2.11: Momentum-resolved spectra for s-polarized and unpolarized light passing
through a detuned microcavity ((1H 1L )10 1H 2.5L 1H (1L 1H )10, d = 630 nm). The
stop band width for p polarization narrows for large angles (right panel), whereas the width
remains almost the same for s polarization. The narrow cavity resonance exhibits a parabolic
shape for angles smaller than 50°, but it is split for orthogonal polarizations due to the
detuning. The intensity of the p-polarized resonance (upper branch) is  5 times higher
than for s-polarized light (at 40 °).
However, the resulting spectral detuning of the occurring resonance with respect to
the center of the stop band is only 35 nm, underlining the impact of the DBR design
to the spectral position of the cavity mode. At oblique angles, the splitting of the
modes becomes apparent.
Chapter 4.3 presents the dependence on polarization, including an analytical for-
malism for hybridized and split modes as they can occur in metal-organic hybrid
cavities.
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Figure 2.12: Possible interactions of photons and electrons in a two-energy-level system.
The stimulated processes of absorption (a) and stimulated emission (b) are triggered by
the external ﬁeld (!), whereas the spontaneous emission (c) is triggered randomly as a
consequence of vacuum ﬂuctuations.
2.4 Modeling a coherent emitting device – Theory
2.4.1 Principle of a photon laser
In this thesis, coherent phenomena are observed and described in terms of the laser
theory. To realize a laser, two conditions have to be fulﬁlled. First, an active medium
which is capable of light ampliﬁcation has to be considered. The eﬀect of light am-
pliﬁcation can be realized if the population of the electronic states of the medium is
inverted due to pumping. Second, if this medium is placed inside a suitable optical
resonator, coherent emission with extraordinary properties can be achieved. In the
following, detailed descriptions of the involved processes are given.
In quantum mechanics, an electronic transition is discretized into a set of permitted
states. In many cases, the simplest way to account for the electronic structure of
an atom is to model it by a two-level system. It consists of the ground state energy
E1 and the excited state energy E2. In accordance with Figure 2.12, we consider an
ensemble of N = N1+N2 atoms, where N1 atoms are in the ground state and N2 are
in the excited state. The energy gap E2   E1 = ~! between the states corresponds
to the ﬁxed energy of photons involved in the three main processes of stimulated
emission and absorption on the one hand, and spontaneous emission on the other
hand.
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Spontaneous emission
If an atom is in the excited state with energy E2, it can spontaneously relax to the
ground state with energy E1. In this case, the diﬀerence in energy is released as a pho-
ton of the same energy, but with arbitrary phase and direction of motion. The process
is characterized by the mean lifetime of the excited state sp after which photons are
emitted, see Figure 2.12 (c). The process is triggered by vacuum ﬂuctuations rather
than by an external electromagnetic ﬁeld. Hence, there are no correlations between
diﬀerent spontaneously emitted photons and coherence cannot build up. The transi-
tion probability per unit time is given by the Einstein A coeﬃcient and describes the
respective dynamics:
dN2
dt
=  AN2 =  N2
sp
(Spontaneous emission): (2.60)
The Einstein A coeﬃcient is thus proportional to the inverse mean lifetime of the
excited state. The solution of this equation yields an exponentially decaying occu-
pation number N2, very similar to radioactive decay. Since no external ﬁelds are
involved, all kind of spontaneous processes occur from energetically higher to lower
levels; spontaneous absorption is non-existent.
Absorption and stimulated emission
Stimulated emission and absorption are induced processes, meaning that a prerequi-
site is the presence of an external electromagnetic ﬁeld with its intensity proportional
to the energy density (!). If a photon of energy ~! interacts with a two-energy-level
system being in the ground state, which is typically the case in thermal equilibrium,
it can be absorbed, see Figure 2.12 (a). The corresponding transition probability
is B12. If a photon interacts with an already excited two-level atom, it cannot be
absorbed anymore. But there is a probability that the excited state relaxes to the
ground state triggered by the incoming photon. As a consequence, a second pho-
ton is emitted being identical with the initiating one with respect to energy, phase,
and direction (k-vector). This process is therefore coherent and referred to as stim-
ulated emission, see Figure 2.12 (b). In 1917, Einstein showed that the probability
of stimulated emission is B21 which equals the probability of absorption (assuming
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non-degenerate levels) [1]:
B12 = B21: (2.61)
These coeﬃcients are the so-called Einstein B coeﬃcients. Therefore, the stimulated
emission can be regarded as the inverse process of the absorption.
The similarity of both eﬀects is also the basis for describing the dynamics of a laser
via coupled rate equations. The occupation numbers N1 and N2 of the involved levels
change in time as:
dN1
dt
=  B12N1(!) +B21N2(!) + AN2
dN2
dt
= +B12N1(!) B21N2(!)  AN2 =  dN1
dt
:
(2.62)
The rates containing B12 describe the absorption of a photon accompanied by the
reduction of occupancies of level 1 and increase in level 2. The rates containing B21
account for an increase of N1 via decreasing N2 due to stimulated emission. Both
induced rates depend on the intensity of the external ﬁeld and most importantly on
the populations.
Following Boltzmann statistics, the occupation numbers in thermal equilibrium are
N2 = N1e
 (E2 E1)=kBT , implying that N2 is always smaller than N1. As a consequence,
the absorption is supposed to be the dominating process. However, to achieve am-
pliﬁcation rather than damping, the system has to be brought strongly out of equi-
librium6. The corresponding condition for non-degenerate states reads:
N2 > N1; (2.63)
and is called population inversion, the precondition for lasing.
Inversion can only be achieved in systems exhibiting three or more energy levels.
By strongly pumping a two-level-system, one would end up with equal populations
N1 = N2, resulting in a saturated system which becomes transparent. In the next
Section, a class of materials providing properties suitable for lasing is discussed.
The optical feedback, the second prerequisite in order to design a laser, results from
6Otherwise the temperature of the system would be negative!
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embedding the active medium inside a suitable optical resonator. An easy realization
of a resonator is formed by two plane parallel mirrors, the Fabry-Pérot resonator as
discussed in Section 2.2.4. Typically, one mirror is chosen to be slightly transparent in
order to increase one loss channel, which is the most welcome laser emission output.
2.4.2 Organic small molecules as active medium
The design of a coherent emitting device requires an active medium with suﬃcient
gain. Within this thesis, we exploit the properties of organic small molecules forming
thin and amorphous layers. A particular feature of this class of materials is the vari-
ability of the structural design given by organic chemistry. These media may possess
interesting semiconducting properties which can be further tuned, e.g. by doping.
Highly eﬃcient optoelectronic devices have been realized [43].
In organic solid media the intermolecular coupling is small compared to intramolecu-
lar binding forces. Thus, the optical properties are dominated by individual molecules
and their molecular transitions [44]. Carbon atoms are the basis of small molecules
as used in organic electronics.
In long chains or ring systems of unsaturated carbon atoms, alternating single and
double bonds may occur and form a so-called conjugated system. The four valence
electrons of a single carbon atom are in the 2s2p2-orbitals.
In a conjugated conﬁguration, three of these electrons form a hybridized sp2-orbital
system. It consists of 3-fold degenerate orbitals forming a triangle within the molec-
ular plane. The overlap of two sp2-orbitals between adjacent carbon atoms forms a
so-called -bond. The energy diﬀerence between the highest occupied -orbital and
the lowest unoccupied molecular -orbital is quite large and, therefore, well beyond
the visible spectral range. The residual valence electron is in the dumbbell-shaped
pz-orbital oriented perpendicularly to the molecular plane. In a conjugated molecule,
components of the pz-orbitals of adjacent carbon atoms can overlap, forming a con-
jugated -electron system often extended over the whole molecule. Within these
-orbitals, electrons are strongly delocalized and are allowed to move freely. How-
ever, with increasing delocalization, the energy gap between the highest occupied
molecular -orbital (HOMO) and lowest unoccupied molecular -orbital (LUMO)
decreases, allowing transitions in the optical spectral range (1.6–3.2 eV) [45].
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Figure 2.13: (a) Molecular orbitals of benzene. The original 1s-orbital is depicted in red.
The in-plane orbitals in blue represent the sp2-hybrid-orbitals forming the -bonds. The
perpendicularly oriented pz-orbitals lead to the formation of the -system depicted in yellow.
(b) The resulting energy gap between the bonding -orbital and the antibonding -orbital
(LUMO) lies in the visible spectral range. The ﬁgures have been taken from [46].
In Figure 2.13 (a), a detailed scheme of the resulting orbitals for the prototyp-
ical aromatic molecule benzene is shown. The original 1s-orbitals are depicted as
red spheres. The blue orbitals which lie in the molecular plane represent the sp2-
hybridized orbitals (-bonds). As a result of the pz-orbitals oriented perpendicularly
with respect to the molecular plane, the -system is constituted, shown in yellow. In
Figure 2.13 (b), the corresponding energy levels for the HOMO and LUMO -orbitals
are indicated.
Typically, the reduced band gap between the HOMO and the LUMO in such systems
allows for the absorption of photons in the visible range. In Figure 2.14, the potential
curves for the ground and excited state of a diatomic molecule are depicted. In terms
of mean nuclear coordinates, both potentials are shifted against one another because
in the excited state, electronic charges redistribute and the nuclei are forced to shift
their positions as a result of modiﬁed Coulomb interactions. However, according
to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation, electrons can move much faster between
diﬀerent states (in the order of 10 15 s) compared to the vibrational motion of the
corresponding nuclei ( 10 13 s). This implies that the coordinate and velocity of
nuclei can be regarded as constant, so that optical transitions occur vertically (blue
upward and red downward arrows). This eﬀect is known as Franck-Condon-principle
[47, 48].
After excitation, the complex molecular structure allows for several intramolecular
transitions due to rotatory and vibronic degrees of freedom. These non-radiative re-
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Figure 2.14: Absorption (blue) and emission (red) in a simple molecule according to the
Franck-Condon principle. Optical transitions appear as vertical arrows due to the delayed
response of the nuclei position.
laxations occur very fast, with typical lifetimes of 10 14   10 12 s [49], down to the
lowest excited state vibrational mode  00. Fluorescent emission is now taking place
between  00 and the diﬀerent vibrational modes (labeled as  0i, i = 0; 1; 2; :::; n) of the
ground state. These vibrational levels of the ground state as apparent upon emission,
and those of the excited state are for   transitions often quite similar. As a result,
the spectral shape of the absorption and the emission bands are comparable. These
optical transitions are most likely to occur if the wavefunctions of the vibrational
state  0i is most compatible to the initial states nuclear wave functions i. Due to the
diﬀerence between the equilibrium geometries of the ground and the excited states
and the internal radiation-less relaxations, the emission is red-shifted compared to
the absorption. This shift between the corresponding maxima is known as Stokes
shift.
In order to design lasers, the advantages of using organic dyes become apparent:
• huge oscillator strengths and high luminescence quantum yields of optical tran-
sitions;
• the large Stokes shifts (in the order of several hundred meV) substantially reduce
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Figure 2.15: Schematic of a simpliﬁed four-energy-level diagram as provided by many
organic dyes. The lifetimes corresponding to non-radiative vibronic relaxations vib are not
necessarily identical, but very much shorter compared to the lifetime Laser of the laser level
2.
the reabsorption of emitted light;
• the complex molecular structure and internal radiation-less relaxations allow
organic small molecules to be regarded as highly eﬃcient intrinsic four-level-
systems, see Figure 2.15;
• electron-hole pairs referred to as Frenkel excitons are localized and strongly
bound (binding energy up to several hundred meV [50]). Thus, they can exist
even at room temperature.
In contrast to two-energy-level systems, systems with four levels are easy to invert,
a necessary condition for laser action. Pumping leads to the occupation of level 3
and a subsequent quick relaxation populates the actual laser level 2, whose lifetime
Laser is orders of magnitude longer. The emission from level 2 populates level 1 and
relaxes again very quickly to the ground state. Due to the diﬀerent lifetimes of Laser
and vib, level 1 can always be regarded as unoccupied and population inversion is
easily achieved.
2.4.3 Laser threshold and  factor
In 1946, Purcell described the case of a resonator inﬂuencing the process of sponta-
neous emission [51]. Emitters placed inside an optical microcavity feel the drastical
ﬁeld enhancement. As a result, an increased interaction of both leads to the en-
hancement of the spontaneous emission rate at resonance wavelength (system is in
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the weak coupling regime). The ﬁeld enhancement correlates with the Q factor of the
resonator [52, 53]. The Purcell factor describes the enhancement of the spontaneous
emission rate Ac compared to the rate in free space (i.e. without a resonator) Af and
reads:
F =
3
42

c
nc
3
Q
Ve
=
Ac
Af
: (2.64)
Ve describes the eﬀective mode volume [54], nc and c the refractive index of the
active material and the resonator design wavelength, respectively.
In the theory of macroscopic resonators, i.e. with cavity volumes  3, the thresh-
old is set as pump rate needed for the gain to overcome all losses [55]. In such
systems, the contribution of spontaneous emission to the laser power just above the
lasing threshold is negligible. However, in resonators of micrometer scale, knowledge
about the exact ratio of spontaneously emitted photons coupling into the laser mode
and the total number of spontaneously emitted photons is necessary to deﬁne the
laser threshold. This fraction is described by the so-called  factor of a microcav-
ity. Typically, values of  for organic microcavities are in the range of 10 5 to 10 1.
Indications of lasing action in a microcavity laser are, for example, the increase of
temporal coherence of the optical ﬁeld, the increase of the quantum eﬃciency, and
the pinning of the population inversion. All these eﬀects can occur orders of magni-
tude below the classical threshold description given above, but, these transitions all
occur at the point where the stimulated emission starts to overtake the spontaneous
emission. This happens when the mean photon number in the mode is unity. The
dependence of the threshold pump rate on the cavity lifetime (which is proportional
to the Q factor, see Eq. (2.52)) and the  factor reads [56]:
Pthr / 1
c
: (2.65)
The increase of the cavity lifetime by reducing the absorption and maximizing the
reﬂectance of the mirrors and the increase of the  factor will lead to minimal thresh-
old values. In the experiment, the threshold is indicated by a non-linear increase,
apparent as kink in the input-output curve (in a log-log plot).
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3 Sample preparation and
characterization
This Chapter gives a description to the experimental methods. Various sample prepa-
ration techniques are discussed in detail, starting with the standard processing of
high-quality dielectric mirrors and the deposition of blends of organic small molecules.
Several methods for implementing and structuring thin metal layers inside resonator
geometries are presented. Finally, a micro-photoluminescence setup is presented,
allowing to study the fabricated samples and to map either spatially- or angularly-
resolved transmittance and emission spectra.
3.1 Fabrication of metal-organic microcavities
3.1.1 Thin ﬁlm deposition under high vacuum
Prerequisite for device fabrication is the preparation of thin ﬁlms of various materi-
als with high accuracy. Diﬀerent types of physical vapor deposition techniques are
applied in the multi-purpose high vacuum chamber Lab5001, see Figure 3.1 (a). A
reactive electron beam (e-beam) evaporation process is used as a powerful tool for
depositing thin layers of solid inorganic materials such as oxides and metals. In this
process, the electrons are emitted by a tungsten ﬁlament and accelerated towards the
biased anode of the Wehnelt cylinder by a constant high voltage of 8 kV, see Figure
3.1 (b). The focused electrons are then directed onto the target material which is
deposited by the resulting Lorentz force of a modulated magnetic ﬁeld. The materials
are inside an automatically rotatable crucible with four pockets2 allowing to deposit
1Leybold Optics, Dresden.
2usually made of graphite, molybdenum, or ceramics.
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(a) (b)
Figure 3.1: (a) Schematic of the multi-purpose high vacuum chamber Lab500. An e-beam
evaporator for metal and dielectric layer processing and a triple thermal evaporator for
organic semiconductor materials are installed. Three quartz oscillators serve as thickness
control units. Additionally, an in situ optical thickness control can be utilized. (b) Cross-
section of the electron beam evaporator.
diﬀerent materials in any sequence. The absorption of the kinetic energy of the elec-
trons leads to a heating of the material above its melting or sublimation point, which
can be above 2000°C. The overall power of the e-beam is deﬁned by the total num-
ber of electrons. This value is adjusted via controlling the eﬀective emission current
ﬂowing through the ﬁlament and the energy of the electrons given by the constant
accelerating voltage per unit of time. Typical emission powers used for depositing
dielectric media are in the range of several hundred Watts. The resulting deposition
rate is not only controlled by the overall power of the e-beam but also by the deﬂec-
tion pattern of the e-beam realized by applying additional electric ﬁelds normal to
the electron trajectory, and characteristics of the crucibles and materials itself. For
the dielectric oxides used here, the deposition rate is kept constant at 2Å=s, since
it yields a suﬃciently low porosity of the layers at a reasonable processing time. At
higher deposition rates, the porosity and anisotropy of the layers increase. The min-
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imum base pressure achievable in the Lab500 chamber is in the order of 10 7mbar
and is increased by an additional oxygen partial pressure of 2  10 4mbar to enable
the re-oxidation of highly absorbing monoxides. This eﬀect in particular improves the
dielectric properties of TiO2 layers [57–59]. The layer quality can be further improved
by increasing the substrate temperature up to several 100 °C [58, 60]. However, this
technique is not applicable for our samples, since a quality-improving substrate tem-
perature always exceeds the sublimation temperature of organic compounds which
have already been deposited. Nevertheless, the radiation emitted by the evaporator
and the condensation of the material vapor onto the sample leads to an increase
of the substrate temperature of up to 130 °C 3. Although the technique of reactive
e-beam evaporation is suitable for depositing the majority of inorganic solids, it can-
not be applied to organic small molecules. The bonds forming the molecules are
too sensitive and fragile and would be destroyed immediately. Therefore, a thermal
evaporation process is utilizded in which the crucibles are heated by resistive wires.
To gain a precise control of the deposition rate, the temperature of the crucibles is
permanently measured by thermocouples and adjusted via a control unit4. To realize
a reproducible fabrication of the layers and even more complex designs consisting of
multiply stacked layers of diﬀerent materials, one needs to have a profound experience
and knowledge of the main parameters.
3.1.2 In situ optical thickness control
Typically, oscillating quartz crystals are utilized to control the layer thickness and
the growth rate. The eigenfrequency of the quartz crystals (starting at 6MHz) de-
creases according to the material deposited on its surface. These changes can be
quickly measured and evaluated allowing to control the process and to automatically
open and close the shutter5. However, in order to control the optical thickness of
the growing layers with this technique, an exact knowledge about the material to
be deposited, i.e. the density and the refractive index are needed. Due to a signiﬁ-
cant dependence of these parameters on process characteristics such as the deposition
rate, oxygen pressure, etc., most of them are subject to ﬂuctuations [57, 58, 60–62].
3Experimentally determined by Johannes Haase.
4Triple evaporation source 3xDE-FR/2.1 by CreaPhys, Dresden.
5Leybold Inﬁcon Inc. with crystal monitor XTM and crystal controller XTC/2.
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Figure 3.2: (a) Calculated spectral transmittance versus optical thickness of a dielectric
layer deposited on a lower index substrate. At the design wavelength (d = 630 nm) the spec-
trum exhibits alternately a minimum and maximum. Evaluating only a single wavelength
channel is suﬃcient to determine the optical thickness. (b) Single wavelength (d = 630 nm)
transmission of thin dielectric layers growing on a glass substrate. Each extremum resembles
an optical thickness of integer multiples of nd = d=4.
Here, an optical in situ measuring unit has been developed to obtain all informa-
tion which are necessary to produce high-quality optical stacks of various (semi-)
transparent layers. This setup allows to permanently record the transmittance prop-
erties of the growing layer. The transmittance spectrum under small oblique angles
yields information about the optical thickness which is the most important parameter
for designing a stratiﬁed dielectric medium at the position of measuring. A signiﬁ-
cant modulation of the transmittance characteristics is caused by interference eﬀects
which become visible for layers with optical thicknesses as thin as a fraction of the
wavelength propagating through it. With increasing layer thickness, the interference
eﬀects shift proportionally towards larger wavelengths, see Figure 3.2 (a). In previous
work [63], the entire reﬂection spectrum has been recorded and compared to transfer
matrix calculations. However, this procedure required a profound knowledge of the
optical properties of the layers being processed. Depositing materials with diﬀerent
processing parameters or testing new ones was only possible after gaining information
about the dielectric characteristics e.g. by ellipsometry measurements. Here, only
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the transmittance at, for instance, the design wavelength of the structure is analyzed
during growth to obtain information about the actual optical thickness of the layers.
In Figure 3.2 (b), the development of the transmittance at a certain wavelength (at
630 nm) over the optical thickness is plotted. In the experiment, the deposition time
is measured which is equivalent to the optical thickness if a constant deposition rate
is assumed. A minimum in the characteristics means that the interference condition
for an optical thickness corresponding to a quarter-wavelength layer (light is incident
to the surface normal of the measured sample) is fulﬁlled. Further growth of the layer
thickness leads to an increase in transmittance at this design wavelength resulting in
a maximum in the intensity corresponding to a half-wavelength layer. In this way,
layers with any optical layer thickness can be produced without the need of having
exact information about the refractive index and the physical thickness.
Technically, the ﬁrst derivative of those wavelength channels plotted over the process-
ing time can be immediately computed. The root of this function can then be used for
triggering the automatic shutter closure. For this purpose, the programmable logic
controller of the Lab500 deposition chamber has been modiﬁed by Leybold Optics
Dresden GmbH.
3.1.3 Materials for dielectric mirrors: SiO2, TiO2, and ZrO2
The dielectric mirrors which are investigated within this work consist of the nor-
mal dispersive materials silicon dioxide (SiO2) as low index material (nSiO2  1:45,
@630 nm) and titanium dioxide (TiO2) as high index material (nTiO2  2:1, @630 nm),
see Fig. 3.3 (a). This combination exhibits a large contrast in refractive index of more
than n  0:55 in the visible range and is therefore a favorable choice to design in-
terference ﬁlters. However, as can be seen in Figure 3.3 (b), in the red spectral range,
the extinction coeﬃcient k is about two orders of magnitude larger for TiO2 than
for SiO2. In the blue spectral range, the absorption of TiO2 increases even more
approaching a strong resonance. This fact inﬂuences the optical pumping of entire
resonator structures at 400 nm into the absorption band of an organic matrix mate-
rial used in this study, namely Alq3. Properties of these organic materials will be
discussed in more detail in the following Section. Both oxide materials are of low cost
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Figure 3.3: (a) Real n and (b) imaginary part k (extinction coeﬃcient) of the refractive
indices for SiO2, TiO2, and ZrO2 (experimentally obtained).
and can easily be processed using oxygen-assisted reactive electron beam evaporation.
A promising candidate for substituting TiO2 is Zirconium dioxide (ZrO2). In the
spectral region of interest, ZrO2 has a similar refractive index but exhibits reduced
absorption, particularly in the blue spectral range. For this reason, ZrO2 (known as
zirconia) is often used for systems where a reduced absorption in the blue spectral
range is desired. Such systems are for example microcavities based on zinc oxide
(ZnO) [64, 65] or gallium nitride (GaN) [66–68]. On the one hand, the absorption of
the pump light in the blue spectral range is reduced. On the other hand, losses of
the optical modes which penetrate deeply into the dielectric mirrors are reduced [69].
In order to investigate the optical properties of the structures, we prepare both
ZrO2 single layers and entire resonator structures. To support a single-phase growth
of the ZrO2 layers, the granulate to be deposited is doped with Y2O3 [70]. To further
achieve optical thicknesses corresponding to multiples of quarter-wavelength layers,
the growth of the ZrO2 layers is monitored and controlled using the in situ trans-
mittance spectroscopy. Subsequently, the fabricated samples are characterized by
means of proﬁlometry and ellipsometry. This step enables to gain information about
each factor of the product nZrO2d and to extract the extinction coeﬃcient kZrO2 . The
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results are plotted in Figure 3.3. The refractive index of ZrO2 is noticeably lower
compared to TiO2 (see Fig. 3.3 (a)) and to literature values [71–74]. The optical
constants strongly depend on the processing parameters like growth rate, substrate
temperature, and the oxygen partial pressure [72, 73]. For technical reasons, we used
the same parameters for the ZrO2, TiO2, and SiO2 deposition. The extinction coeﬃ-
cient of ZrO2 exhibits signiﬁcantly smaller values compared to TiO2 for wavelengths
smaller than 550 nm (see Fig. 3.3 (b)). This diﬀerence may improve the excitation
mechanism using violet pump light and reduces the losses of resonant cavity modes
in the respective wavelength region. For instance, the organic emitter system spiro-
2CBP:BSB-Cz has its emission maximum centered at 465 nm and is discussed in the
following Section.
The DBRs produced in this study are composed of 21 alternating d=4-layers of
TiO2 or ZrO2 as high index media and SiO2 as low index medium, starting and
ﬁnishing with the higher refractive medium. This number of layer pairs is regarded
as an optimum with respect to the resulting Q factor of entire cavity structures and
the processability in high vacuum. Typically, the reﬂection at the design wavelength
exceeds 99.5% limited by the intrinsic absorption of the dielectric materials itself. The
width of the highly reﬂective stop band depends on the contrast of the corresponding
refractive indices and is of the order of  100  150nm, see Section 2.2.3.
3.1.4 Organic dye blends Alq3:DCM and spiro-2CBP:BSB-Cz
Organic molecules oﬀer interesting prospects for applications such as organic light
emitting diodes [43] and also for laser applications. Their broad emission spectra are
utilized to realize solid-state lasers with arbitrary emission wavelengths [7, 8]. In our
studies, organic small molecule laser dyes are used. The advantages of using dyes are
the high purities which can be achieved by means of sublimation, the processability
in high vacuum with very precise layer control (see Section 3.1.2) providing an accu-
racy in the order of a few nanometers, and the possibility of easy doping by thermal
co-evaporation. The majority of samples studied within this work consists of the
host-guest system of tris-8-hydroxyquinoline aluminum (Alq3) doped with 2wt.% of
4-dicyanomethylene-2-methyl-6-p-dimethylaminostyryl-4H-pyran (DCM) [75]. The
corresponding molecular structures are depicted in Figure 3.5 (a) and (b).
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Figure 3.4: Measured absorption and emission spectra of neat layers of the organic small
molecules investigated. (a) The emission of Alq3 and DCM overlaps enabling the Förster-
type energy transfer. The gain maximum of this system mainly corresponds to the emission
maximum of the DCM molecules, when doped by 2wt.% into the Alq3 matrix. (b) The
absorption and emission of BSB-Cz molecules in a matrix of CBP (spectrally similar to
spiro-2CBP).
According to Ref. [14],[13], and [76], the doping ratio of 2% by weight of DCM
molecules into the Alq3 matrix is regarded as optimum with respect to the lasing
threshold. Quantum conﬁnement arguments demand that with increasing DCM con-
centration, the peak of the emission band shifts to longer wavelengths due to the ag-
gregation of adjacent DCM molecules. The doping concentration of 2wt.% is achieved
by adjusting the deposition rates to 10Å/s for Alq3 and 0.2Å/s for DCM during
evaporation.
In Figure 3.4 (a), the absorption and emission spectra of Alq3 and DCM are shown.
The Alq3 strongly absorbs in the ultraviolet spectral region with one peak max-
imum centered at  400 nm. The emission band of the Alq3 molecules is cen-
tered at  530 nm, substantially overlapping with the absorption band of the DCM
molecules. This spectral overlap enables the very eﬃcient Förster resonant energy
transfer (FRET) [77]. A prominent feature of this energy transfer is the very high
transition rate, depending on the spatial distance between involved molecules. For
DCM doping concentrations of 2% by weight, the Förster radius R0 is about 32.5Å,
approximately corresponding to three Alq3 molecular diameters. This yields energy
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Figure 3.5: Molecular structures of the used organic small molecules. (a) Alq3, (b) DCM,
(c) spiro-2CBP, and (d) BSB-Cz.
transfer rates of 5  1010 s 1 which is much faster than the spontaneous emission rate
of 7  107 s 1 for Alq3 [13, 78]. Thus, FRET is the dominating relaxation process
leading to an energetic coupling of the molecular system to form an idealized four-
level-scheme.
There exist two possibilities to excite the system: First, one can pump into the
absorption band of the Alq3 (transition m10 to m1 via arrow p1 in Fig. 3.6). Due
to the molecular structure, the initially excited state relaxes to the lowest state via
the extremely fast rate kvib [49] (Franck-Condon principle, see Section 2.4.2). From
this state, the energy is subsequently and very eﬃciently (close to 100%, there is no
measurable emission from the Alq3) transferred to the DCM molecules by means of
FRET. Second, one can excite directly into the absorption band of the DCM (tran-
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Figure 3.6: Schematic energy level diagram of the Alq3:DCM host-guest system. The up-
ward arrows mark diﬀerent pumping regimes. The downward arrow indicates the dominant
light emission process for this compound releasing photons of number q.
sition m20 to m2 via arrow p2 in Fig. 3.6). The relaxation (with kvib) is taking place
to the laser level with occupation number n. Using this excitation scheme, Alq3 acts
as passive matrix preventing the DCM molecules from aggregating [14]. To study the
coherence properties of our samples, the latter mechanism is preferred using a pulsed
green 532 nm-laser for excitation, see also Section 3.2.2.
In order to design an organic laser from this material combination, information about
the gain proﬁle is needed. In previous work, we investigated the ampliﬁed sponta-
neous emission (ASE) properties of neat Alq3 layers doped with 2% (by weight) of
DCM [79]. The so-called stripe length method [80, 81] can be applied to determine
the net gain coeﬃcient. This experiment yields a maximum gain of  450 cm 1 at a
central wavelength of 629 nm corresponding to the peak value of the photolumines-
cence spectrum. Qualitatively, the entire spectra overlap substantially, except for the
blue tail of the gain spectrum which is reduced due to self-absorption. Thus, organic
lasers made of Alq3:DCM can be produced over a large spectral range up to design
wavelengths of more than 670 nm.
The second organic compound which is used as an active laser medium is the material
4,4’-bis[(N -carbazole)styryl]biphenyl (BSB-Cz)6 doped by 6wt.% into the host 2,7-
Bis(9-carbazolyl)-9,9-spirobiﬂuorene7 (spiro-2CBP) which now replaces the formerly
6supplied by C. Adachi, Adachi Laboratory, Center for Future Chemistry, Kyushu University,
Japan.
7supplied by Rubipy Scientiﬁc Inc., Ottawa, Canada.
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used host material 4,4’-di(N -carbazolyl)biphenyl (CBP). The use of the latter as host
material lead to crystallization of the active layer accompanied by a destruction of
the deposited top DBR. The doping ratio increases the overall photoluminescence ef-
ﬁciency and avoids interfering eﬀects caused by the optical anisotropy of neat BSB-Cz
ﬁlms [82]. The molecular structures of BSB-Cz and spiro-2CBP are depicted in Figure
3.5 (c) and (d), respectively. In Figure 3.4 (b), the absorption and emission properties
of BSB-Cz in a CBP matrix are presented. The absorption maximum is in the ultra-
violet, below 300 nm. The emission spectrum centered at  400 nm is characterized
by a double peak due to diﬀerent optical transitions in the anisotropic compound.
This laser dye system features a large radiative decay rate and a very eﬃcient photo-
luminescence quantum eﬃciency approaching 100% [83]. The low threshold for ASE
[84, 85] makes it a promising candidate for realizing a low-threshold organic laser.
The corresponding molecular structures are depicted in Figure 3.5 (c) and (d). In
our experiments, this blend is excited into the low-energy tail of the absorption band
of BSB-Cz (see Fig. 3.4 (b)) using a frequency-tripled solid state laser of 355 nm.
In this way, the ﬁrst microcavity-based organic laser with BSB-Cz as active medium
has been realized within this work.
3.1.5 Structuring thin metal layers
Planar structures
New techniques are developed to investigate the impact of both thin unpatterned
and also structured metal layers inside organic microcavities. The metal of choice
is silver, since it is noble and therefore less subject to oxidation while exhibiting ex-
cellent electrical conductivity. In a ﬁrst experiment, the dependence of the thickness
of embedded metal layers on the optical properties is studied. Three main points
are considered: First, the silver layer must be closed and ﬂat. Second, a trade-oﬀ
between the additional absorption and suﬃcient conductivity must be found; and
third, metal-based losses should not prevent the device from showing lasing action
when pumped optically. These are the minimal requirements for a prospective elec-
trically driven device which may overcome the lasing threshold.
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The metal layer is evaporated in the multi-purpose chamber Lab500 using e-beam
evaporation subsequently after the deposition of the bottom DBR. To realize thin and
closed layers of silver, either very low (<1Å/s) or rather high deposition rates are
necessary to prevent the layer from forming islands while growth. At very low rates,
the particle mobility on the surface of the sample is too low to support aggregation,
whereas the use of high growth rates leads to a ﬁxation of the ﬁrst layers by the
following particles. In this work, high deposition rates of 5-6Å/s are chosen.
In order to study the emission characteristics of the sample as a function of the silver
layer thickness, the metallic ﬁlm must exhibit a wedged shape. To realize this, a
shadow mask is attached directly to the previously prepared bottom DBR before the
silver is deposited. The shadow mask in this experiment is a simple razor blade with
a very sharp edge. The gradient results from diﬀraction of the material vapor at the
edge and the spatially extended crucible of the electron beam evaporator. To easily
control the shape of the gradient, the distance of the mask to the sample surface can
be varied. In this way, a wedge-shaped silver layer exhibiting a monotonous increasing
thickness of 0 to 40 nm across a distance of 100m is produced (gradient of around
0:4nm
m
). The distance deﬁning the gradient is important for two reasons. First, if the
distance is longer, the gradient would be smaller and it would not be assured that
the silver layer in thin areas could be regarded as a closed ﬁlm. Second, choosing a
shorter distance would lead to a larger gradient hindering the optical characterization
in the -photoluminescence setup. In this setup, the minimum achievable diameter
of the excitation spot is 2-3m, thus avoiding the collection of emission from areas
with signiﬁcantly diﬀerent metal thicknesses (see Figure 3.8). After depositing the
=2 layer of the organic blend Alq3:(2wt.%)DCM onto the graded silver layer, the
sample is ﬁnished by preparing the top DBR by means of e-beam evaporation. This
sample constitutes the ﬁrst metal-organic hybrid microcavity.
Structured silver: elliptical holes by lift-oﬀ process
In order to minimize losses and to gain a positive lateral conﬁnement, diﬀerent struc-
turing methods are developed. In this Section, the creation of silver layers perforated
by irregularly placed holes on top of a DBR is described. For this purpose, the
technique of hydrophobic spreading is applied [86]. The basis is to hydrophobize
the substrate, in this case the bottom DBR on glass. The hydrophobic properties
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of the topmost layer TiO2 (wetting angle up to 70 °) are improved by depositing a
highly hydrophobic adsorbate. After cleaning the DBR in an oxygen plasma a layer of
1H, 1H, 2H, 2H-perﬂuorooctyltriethoxysilane is evaporated in an exsiccator (100 °C,
2mbar). This procedure yields a highly hydrophobic DBR as a basis for further
preparation steps (wetting angle up to 120 °). Next, a drop of a water soluble polymer
is deposited on the pretreated DBR and spread with a soft felt. Due to the altered
surface tension properties of the DBR substrate, thousands of quasi hemispherical
polymer droplets are formed [87] with arbitrary diameters ranging from 5-50m and
cross-sections from being elliptic to circular in shape. To properly dry the polymer,
the sample is stored in an oven and heated at 80 °C overnight. After this procedure,
the silver layer of 40 nm thickness is deposited covering the whole sample. In a lift-oﬀ
process, the silver-covered polymer droplets are washed out by rinsing the sample
alternately with ultra-clean acetone8 and deionized water. This procedure yields a
planar silver layer perforated by holes of arbitrary size and shape, according to the
2D projection of the 3D droplets, see Figure 3.7 (a). Further drying is achieved by
heating the sample for several hours at around 80 °C. The sample is ﬁnished by de-
positing a =2 layer of the organic compound Alq3:(2wt.%)DCM and the top mirror,
which is completely symmetric to the bottom mirror. For speciﬁcs of the organic
material deposition see Section 3.1.4.
Periodic stripes by photolithography
An alternative way to structure the embedded silver layer is to produce a regular
pattern. Such structures allow to simultaneously study conﬁnement eﬀects of the
electromagnetic ﬁeld in lateral direction and eﬀects caused by the resulting period-
icity. This step is important to study possible geometries of contacts inside such
micro resonators. The periodicity can lead to modiﬁed coherent emission occurring
at oblique angles with respect to the sample normal. As a consequence, the shape
of the mode is expected to be altered accordingly. This is one approach to spatially
separate the contacts formed by the regular metallic stripes from the maximum of
the optical mode. This will lead to a reduced overall absorption of the optical mode.
More details about this idea are explained in Chapter 5.
8Roth Acetone Rotislov HPLC, purity 99.9%.
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Figure 3.7: (a) Electron micrograph of the silver layer (gray) perforated by round holes
(black). (b) Micrograph of the periodically placed metal stripes before the lift-oﬀ process.
To realize such a structure, a photolithographic imaging system9 is utilized. The ini-
tial sample preparation is done by depositing a standard DBR composed of 21 layers
TiO2/SiO2. In a wet-chemical process, a negative tone photo resist 10 is spin coated
at 3000 rpm and subsequently baked out at 110 °C for one minute. This resist forms a
layer thicker than 1m. Next, the sample is selectively exposed with ultraviolet light
according to the structural design (provided as bitmap image). Varying the exposure
time (around 7 s) leads to a slight modiﬁcation of the structure size. The resolution
for this step is limited by the optics involved to 3.7m per pixel. After developing the
photo resist in tetramethylazanium hydroxide (TMAH) for 10 s, the sample is cleaned
using an O2 plasma etcher. At this point the actual silver layer of 40 nm thickness
can be deposited onto the pre-structured sample. A micrograph of a structure at this
stage is depicted in Figure 3.7 (b). In the last step, the lift-oﬀ process is realized in a
bath of N-Methyl-2-pyrrolidone (NMP) solvent for 1-2 h. The sample is then ﬁnished
by depositing the organic layer and the DBR. This procedure yields a high-quality
metal-organic hybrid cavity with an embedded, periodically structured silver layer of
40 nm thickness.
9SF-100 Extreme Maskless UV Exposure System by Intelligent Micro Patterning, LLC.
10AZ Electronic Materials, nLOF2020.
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3.2 Optical device characterization
3.2.1 Linear spectroscopy: transmittance and ﬂuorescence
Optical spectral photometers11 are used to obtain basic information about the optical
characteristics of the materials and layer stacks under study. In the transmission ge-
ometry, two light sources which cover diﬀerent spectral regions from 185 to 3300 nm
are utilized to obtain spectrally resolved transmittance spectra of the samples. A
monochromator in the excitation path spectrally ﬁlters the light. For evaluating the
transmittance characteristics, the optical path is split in two by means of a beam
splitter. The sample is mounted in the ﬁrst optical path, whereas the second path
is empty and serves as reference. The measured area on the sample depends on the
beam diameter and on the slit width. In the standard conﬁguration of the spectrome-
ter, it is in the order of several square millimeters12. The investigated area of a sample
also determines the overall accuracy since averaging over sample areas with slightly
diﬀerent spectral characteristics smears out very sharp features. The reliability of
such measurements depends also on the luminescence characteristics of the studied
sample. Especially organic dyes may show signiﬁcant emission over a broad spectral
range which is recorded by the detector. For this reason, additional edge ﬁlters can
be mounted into the sample path to block out the luminescence. Reliable results are
obtained by comparing the reference signal and the sample signal.
Fluorescence spectrometers13 equipped with two identical monochromators (300mm
Czerny-Turner setup) are utilized to investigate the ﬂuorescence properties of dye
layers. Here, the second monochromator is installed in the detection path behind
the sample, spectrally selecting the luminescence signal and blocking the zeroth and
higher orders of the excitation light. After that, the signal passes into a photomulti-
plier tube which ensures a very high sensitivity of the signal.
3.2.2 The confocal micro-photoluminescence setup
In order to take high-quality photoluminescence spectra with microscopic resolution,
an advanced confocal micro-photoluminescence (-PL) setup is used. The versatility
11Perkin Elmer Lambda 900
12A smaller slit leads to a smaller detectable area and a decreased signal to noise ratio.
13Edinburgh Instruments, FLS 920.
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Figure 3.8: Schematic of the -photoluminescence setup.
of the device allows to excite micro (and along the optical axis even nano) structured
devices and record their spectral answer. A schematic of the setup is shown in Figure
3.8.
Several light sources can be used to excite fabricated devices. First, transmission
spectra are recorded by illuminating the sample with white light from a halogen lamp.
Second, a 405 nm diode laser14 driven in continuous wave (cw) mode is used to study
the linear photoluminescence of the samples by exciting the Alq3 molecules. Third,
a Q-switched, frequency-doubled (tripled), diode-pumped solid-state laser15 emitting
at 532 nm (355 nm) spectrally matches the absorption band of the DCM (BSB-Cz)
molecules as active dye in our organic microcavities. This laser is operated in the
pulsed regime (pulse duration 1.5 ns, repetition rate 2020Hz) with pulse energies high
enough to exceed the lasing threshold of most organic microcavities produced in this
study. A neutral density (ND) ﬁlter wheel16 provides intensity attenuation with an
optical density (OD) of 3, and a resolution of OD 0.1. The beam is focused onto the
sample with a high-quality imaging objective (25, NA 0.5), yielding spot diameters
of less than 3m. The emission from the sample is collected with a high-aperture
objective (63, NA 0.8), corresponding to a collection angle of 55° with respect
14Coherent Cube 405-50C.
15CryLas, FDSS-532-Q2.
16New Focus 5215-M.
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Figure 3.9: (a) The projection of the real space image of the object onto the entrance slit
of the spectrometer is called near ﬁeld (red solid path). (b) The projection of the image
plane of the collecting objective onto the entrance slit is angle-resolved and called far ﬁeld
(blue solid path).
to the optical axis. Special notch and color-edge ﬁlters are utilized to prevent the
detection of the excitation light.
The detection path of the setup enables to study two spectroscopic conﬁgurations.
A projective is used to map either the image plane of the objective or its focal plane
onto the cross slit, see Figure 3.8. In the ﬁrst case, the resulting image is spatially
resolved and called near ﬁeld image17. By mapping the retral focal plane, the Fourier
transform of the formerly spatially resolved image is displayed and called far ﬁeld, or
also k-space image. In the setup, an interchangeable lens is used to switch between
both geometries. The corresponding ray paths are depicted in Figure 3.9 (a) (near
ﬁeld) and (b) (far ﬁeld). The advantage of projecting the images at ﬁrst onto the cross
17Here, the expression near ﬁeld is used diﬀerently than in the near-ﬁeld optics which is studied e.g.
by near-ﬁeld scanning optical microscopy featuring subwavelength resolution.
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slit (which is completely equivalent to the entrance slit of the spectrometer) is the
possibility to easily select even smallest image sections (confocal setup). In all cases,
the image gets dispersed by a 0.6m spectrograph18 onto a thermo-electrically cooled
2D charge-coupled device with a resolution of 256 pixels (either spatial coordinate
in the near ﬁeld or angular distribution in the far ﬁeld) by 1024 pixels (wavelength
channels). The resulting resolutions are around 1m in space, 0:7 ° in momentum
(k-space) and 0.2 nm spectrally. The images are recorded by a computer.
All measurements presented within this thesis are taken under ambient conditions
and at room temperature.
18Jobin Yvon SPEX, Model HR-640.
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4 Tamm states in planar
metal-organic microcavities
The emission properties of metal-free, all-dielectric organic microcavities are dis-
cussed. Above a certain threshold, lasing sets in, evident from typical input-output
characteristics and a reduction of the spectral linewidth. Upon incorporating a thin
metal layer into such planar organic microcavities, a transition from a single cavity
mode into two Tamm states is observed. The eigenenergies of both modes strongly
depend on the thickness of the metal and both adjacent dielectric layers. Interestingly,
both resonances cannot have the same wavelength. A clear anticrossing behavior is
indicated by discussing the distributions of the electric ﬁelds. By studying the angu-
lar dependence of the occurring modes, a TE-TM polarization splitting of more than
40meV at oblique angles is observed. An analytical model is presented which describes
the coupling of the modes and accounts for the splitting of the orthogonally polarized
resonances. Finally, coherent emission from metal-based Tamm states is observed
and discussed. The main results presented in this Chapter have been published in
Journal of Applied Physics [88], Physical Review B [89], and Applied Physics Letters
[90].
4.1 Metal-free organic microcavities
In the last years, organic solid-state lasers of diﬀerent kinds have been intensively
studied [15, 17, 37, 76, 91–94]. One important class are all-dielectric microcavities
with an organic emitter system (also called OVCSEL). These devices are famous for
their easy control of the optical design and very low lasing thresholds [17, 18, 95].
The broad emission of organic materials enables to design structures over a wide
spectral range [8, 96–98]. To control the characteristics of an organic microcavity
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laser, the mode volume is considered crucial. In a planar structure, the entire mode
is determined by the geometry in the growing direction of the sample (normal to
the surface). In an ideal lossless structure, the extent of the optical mode in lateral
direction would be inﬁnite [99]. Photon losses due to leakage through the mirrors,
modes guided in lateral direction, or absorption in the gain medium itself lead to a
ﬁnite mode radius in lateral direction [99, 100]. We estimate this quasi-mode radius
of our planar all-dielectric microcavities to be in the order of 10m [101]. By tightly
focusing the excitation pulses to diameters of less than 3m, only a single optical
mode is formed centered around the pumped region.
4.1.1 Lasing from Alq3:DCM microcavities and saturation of
the laser output
The non-linear lasing characteristics are explained best by considering the output
emission in dependence on the pump energy. In Figure 4.1, an experimentally ob-
tained input-output curve of a =2 cavity composed of Alq3:(2wt.%)DCM is shown
(opened points). If plotted double-logarithmically, this curve can be divided into
three characteristic parts. First, the integrated emission intensity increases linearly
indicating spontaneous emission below the lasing threshold. Second, a super-linear
increase of the signal gives strong hints of the build-up of coherence in the system,
and third, above the lasing threshold, the signal increases linearly or sub-linearly,
which is dependent on the speciﬁc device characteristics.
The threshold of a microcavity laser is deﬁned as the super-linear kink in the input-
output curve when depicted in a double logarithmic plot. For microcavity lasers
with large spontaneous emission coupling factor  (see deﬁnition in Section 2.4.3),
the build-up of coherence and the non-linear increase of the output signal can ap-
pear before population inversion is reached [56]. The laser output power in a high-Q
Alq3:DCM microcavity is not only characterized by the doping concentration but
also by the excitation mechanism (pump pulse duration), and by the volume of the
longitudinal mode [54, 100, 102, 103]. The latter is proportional to the square of the
cavity layer thickness Lc and increases with the reﬂectivity of the DBRs R1 and R2 as
1= [1 R1R2]. Consequently, the total number of DCM molecules which contribute
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Figure 4.1: Input-output characteristics of a =2 microcavity, which is optically pumped
with 120 fs pulses (opened points) and simulated input-output curves (dashed, dotted, and
solid lines) using a modiﬁed set of rate equations presented in Ref. [88]. The lines represent
the case for diﬀerent numbers of absorbing molecules per single optical mode normalized
to the number of DCM molecules doped by 2wt.% into a =2 Alq3 cavity layer. The total
number of molecules was ﬁtted to mtot = 2  106 [88]. Thresholds of the curves are aligned
for comparison purposes.
to lasing is strongly reduced with decreasing cavity length. If the amount of molecules
that can emit into the mode is suﬃciently large, the input-output characteristics ex-
hibit conventional behavior with the pump power, revealing linear operation in both
regimes below and above the lasing threshold (dashed line in Figure 4.1). Instead, if
a limited number of molecules starts to restrict the population inversion, the lasing
threshold of the device shifts to higher pump energies and the output eﬃciency above
the threshold is saturated. This situation is found in the experiment (open circles in
Figure 4.1). In certain cases, lasing may not occur due to an insuﬃcient number of
molecules to reach the population inversion [88, 104] (dotted line in Figure 4.1).
The impact of the pump pulse duration on the output power has to be considered,
too. The saturation of the laser output is only observed if short pulses are applied,
e.g. pulses much shorter (fs or ps range) than the radiative lifetimes of the dye system
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Figure 4.2: Two input-output characteristics of the same Alq3:DCM microcavity structure
are shown, using 120 fs and 1.5 ns pulses for the optical pumping directly to the absorption
band of the DCM molecules at 532 nm wavelength. Thresholds of both input-output curves
are aligned for comparison purposes.
(typically in the ns range). If femtosecond pulses are applied to excite the system,
only one single laser oscillation occurs, whereas much longer pulses will lead to typical
oscillation relaxations (as measured and evaluated using fs-spectroscopy by Koschor-
reck et al. [18]). This means that the system is excited and depopulated many times
within the duration of the single excitation pulse, and the saturation eﬀect is not
longer apparent in the input-output characteristics, see Figure 4.2.
4.1.2 Lasing of spiro-2CBP:BSB-Cz microcavities
Next, a novel emitter system is studied composed of BSB-Cz doped into a host of
spiro-2CBP, as introduced in Section 3.1.4. In contrast to previous studies [41, 105],
the doping ratio is increased by a factor of three to 6wt.% in order to have optimal
ﬂuorescent eﬃciency [82–84] and provide ampliﬁed spontaneous emission at lowest
thresholds, even under continuous wave pump [85]. The advantage of this system is
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Figure 4.3: Input-output characteristics of a =2-microcavity, containing the new material
blend spiro-2CBP:(6wt.%)BSB-Cz. The laser output occurs at the design wavelength of
466.85 nm which is visible as royal blue.
the emission in the blue spectral region with an emission maximum centered around
460 nm. This compound forms the active =2-layer sandwiched between two sym-
metric DBRs, each composed of 21 alternating layers of TiO2 and SiO2. The design
wavelength of both the cavity layer and the DBRs is chosen to match the emission
maximum of the dye at 460 nm.
The optical properties of the resulting microcavity is studied in the confocal -
photoluminescence setup (see Section 3.2.2). A frequency-tripled pulsed laser at
355 nm is used to excite into the absorption band of the molecules (see Section 3.1.4
and 3.2.2).
In Figure 4.3, the input-output characteristics of the device is plotted for excitation
energies covering two orders of magnitude. At threshold, lasing sets in evidenced
by the typical super-linear increase of the integrated emission accompanied by a
substantial reduction in emission linewidth. The threshold energy of  0:05 nJ per
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nanosecond pulse1 is regarded as very low for planar organic microcavities [17, 18, 95].
This makes coherent devices based on BSB-Cz a promising candidate for future in-
vestigations with the advantage of emission in the blue part of the optical spectrum.
The drawback is the reduced degradation lifetime of the device ( 104 single exci-
tation cycles above threshold) compared to  107 single excitation cycles obtained
with the rather stable system Alq3:DCM. Possible reasons for this limited stability
can be the rather short excitation wavelength (355 nm) and the increased sensitivity
of the dye in the excited state concerning oxygen and water from air. To prevent
the device from rapid degradation, a continuous ﬂow of inert gas (i.e. N2) can be
applied. Encapsulating the device under inert atmosphere helps improving the oper-
ating lifetime [106]. Due to the high absorption of the TiO2, a considerable amount of
pump energy is stored inside the ﬁrst mirror (see Figure 3.3 on page 50). This energy
dissipates and generates remarkable heat on local spots. A possible improvement can
be realized by substituting TiO2 which shows substantial absorption in this spectral
range (see Figure 3.3) by the less absorbing ZrO2. Hence, both the excitation light
and the optical mode inside the resonator will be less aﬀected. Losses will be reduced
and the coherence threshold is supposed to be much lower. This system is still under
intense investigation in our group.
4.2 Metals for organic solid-state lasers
4.2.1 Motivation
In order to realize optoelectronic devices, electrical contacts are needed. In case
of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) [43] and organic solar cells (OSCs) [107],
two types of contacts are widely established. First, transparent conducting oxides
(TCOs) are commonly used for bottom contacts. Generally, they provide good con-
ductivity and comparably high transmittance of over 80% in the visible range (400 nm
to 780 nm). The TCO most commonly used is In2O3:Sn (ITO), with typical layer
thicknesses of 80-150 nm, resistivities as low as 10 3 to 10 4
cm and sheet resistances
of 10-40
/sq.
1This value is regarded as an upper limit for the threshold. The ultraviolet excitation pulses are
subject to substantial losses in optical components, the substrate, and the DBRs itself, which
are diﬃcult to determine.
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Despite the various advantages, there are some drawbacks of using ITO. Typically,
ITO is produced by means of sputtering from a target under high vacuum or by pulsed
laser ablation deposition. These techniques limit the use of ITO as top contact since,
generally, the topmost organic layers may degrade or get damaged.
The second way to eﬃciently contact an organic active layer is the utilization of thin
metallic layers, which can easily be deposited by means of thermal evaporation under
high vacuum [107] (for details see Section 3.1.5).
In inorganic structures, photon lasers have been realized [35, 36, 108] and potential
polariton lasers [109–111] have been investigated. Up to now, there are no electrically
driven organic solid-state devices featuring coherent emission.
In organic-based structures, researchers investigated diﬀerent coherent phenomena
like polariton lasing [112], Bose-Einstein condensation of non-interacting photons
[113–116], and photon lasing [15, 17, 18]. A common feature of these structures is
their all-dielectric nature with non-doped mirrors. However, for injecting charge car-
riers or applying electric ﬁelds to the active medium [117, 118], either highly doped
and therefore conductive mirrors or suitable electrode structures are needed. To dope
mirrors in order to achieve reasonable conductivities, sophisticated techniques have
to be applied and diﬃculties like lattice-matching needs have to be managed, e.g. by
means of metal-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE) or molecular beam epitaxy
(MBE). An estimation of the equivalent charge carrier density to overcome the las-
ing threshold yields several kA/cm2, completely neglecting the additional losses due
to interaction with charge carriers [119] or excited state absorption [16]. Recently,
we applied extremely high current densities of up to 6.2 kA/cm2 into an OLED (at
nanosecond pulses) [120]. These promising results show that OLEDs can sustain such
high densities and are therefore suitable candidates to become implemented into an
optical resonator. However, these high current densities rule out the use of TCOs as
contacts. Considerable ohmic losses would lead to substantial heating, regarded to
be detrimental to organic materials.
This fact motivates the study of metallic structures inside organic microcavities which
may enable electrical contacting. In addition, metal also may serve as broadband
high-reﬂectivity mirror and act as heat sink due to the high thermal conductivity
[121]. Most challenging are the apparently unavoidable optical losses as a common
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Figure 4.4: Schematic cross-section of the organic microcavity with an embedded metal
layer. The wedge-shaped silver layer (black) exhibits a thickness gradient from 0 to 40 nm
within a distance of 100m.
feature of all metals. In this work, not only the technical implementation of metals
into optical structures is realized, but also reasonable and simple designs are devel-
oped.
4.2.2 The sample
The ﬁrst hybrid sample presented in this thesis is made of two DBRs embedding an
active layer of the host-guest system of Alq3 doped with 2wt.% DCM (see also the
absorption and emission spectra depicted in Figure 3.4 (a)). The optical thicknesses
of the half-wavelength organic cavity layer and the 21 TiO2/SiO2 quarter-wavelength
layers forming each DBR are adjusted to match the cavity resonance (c) and the
center of the DBR stop band at 630 nm. The silver layer is evaporated onto the
ﬁrst DBR through a shadow mask, creating areas with diﬀerent semi-transparent
silver thicknesses from 0 to  40 nm. After evaporating the Alq3:DCM cavity layer
and subsequent fabrication of the upper DBR, three types of hybrid cavities result:
First, a planar c=2-microcavity (left in Fig. 4.4), which features a high Q factor and
a very low lasing threshold under optical excitation [18]. Second, a metal-organic
microcavity with a wedge-shaped silver layer exhibiting a monotonous thickness gra-
dient of around 0:4nm
m
up to a thickness of  40 nm (center in Fig. 4.4), and third, a
microcavity with a homogeneous metal thickness of  40 nm (right in Fig. 4.4).
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4.2.3 The dependence of resonant modes on the metal
thickness
The sample is investigated at room temperature in the transmission geometry of the
-photoluminescence microscope setup, as sketched in Figure 3.2.2 on page 60. The
beam of the 405 nm cw diode laser is focused by the microscope objective (25, NA
0.5) through the bottom DBR into a spot diameter  2m to excite one of the three
discussed areas. The utilization of such a small spot is important to avoid collecting
emission from areas with diﬀerent metal thicknesses. The emission is collected by a
microscope objective (63, NA 0.8). A pinhole installed at a distance of 20 cm be-
hind the sample ensures to measure only luminescence emitted normal to the sample
surface at zero angle (k  0.)
The measured emission properties of the metal-organic hybrid cavity at normal de-
tection angle (0° 1:5°) are depicted in Fig. 4.5 (a). A sharp cavity mode at 632 nm
is visible when no metal is present inside the cavity. The corresponding Q factor at
this position is approximately 800. When the excitation spot approaches and crosses
the metal border, a new line emerges in addition to the cavity mode and shifts to
larger wavelengths with increasing metal thickness. The Q factor obtained from this
resonance (labeled as TS1) is still in the order of 400. Note that the measured Q fac-
tors are lower bounds, since averaging over the graded sample with diﬀerent spectral
characteristics cannot be avoided. For silver layers thicker than 20 nm, a second
new line evolves from the long-wavelength sideband of the DBRs, moving to higher
energies with increasing silver thickness (labeled as TS2). The spectral shift of the
new modes converge until reaching a certain constant separation (of  26nm) at
silver thicknesses above 35-40 nm. At the same time, the emission into the cavity
resonance decreases substantially while the intensities of the two new lines increase.
Scattering of light in lateral direction into metal-free regions causes a coupling to the
original cavity mode.
4.2.4 Tamm plasmon polaritons (TPPs)
In solid-state physics, electronic states can form at the surface of a crystal, if their
eigenenergies are within the band gap and the environment is of higher potential
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Figure 4.5: (a) Emission spectra of the microcavity recorded at diﬀerent silver thicknesses
from 0 to 40 nm (approx. values). Both peaks approach each other down to a minimal
separation. The intensity of the original cavity resonance at 632 nm decreases drastically,
but remains visible even for thick silver layers. (b) Numerically simulated transmission
spectra for a microcavity with an incorporated silver layer of continuously variable thickness.
The blue rectangle corresponds to the region where experimental data are obtained.
energy [122]. Similar to these so-called Tamm electronic surface states, optical Tamm
states can form at the interface between two photonic structures having overlapping
band gaps [123]. The corresponding wave-function decays exponentially into both
structures. In this work, the DBRs represent the photonic structures, enclosing the
cavity layer. In analogy, in metal-free microcavities, the occurring localized cavity
resonance can also be termed optical Tamm state. Recently, the complex interplay
between a metal layer and a periodic dielectric structure – such as a DBR – has
been studied by Kaliteevski et al. [124]. According to their considerations, this
conﬁguration results in the formation of localized surface states at the interface. The
conﬁnement of the electromagnetic ﬁeld is due to the negative dielectric constant of
metals below the plasma frequency !p (see Section 2.1.2) and the photonic band gap
(stop band) of the DBR [123]. Since this phenomenon is again in analogy with the
Tamm electronic surface states, these states are called Tamm plasmon polaritons or
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Tamm plasmons [124–126] with interesting features:
• they are localized inside the DBR stop bands;
• the dispersion !(~kjj) is parabolic in shape;
• in contrast to surface plasmon polaritons, Tamm states can be excited in both
polarizations, in TE and TM;
• the splitting between the TE and TM polarized branches is proposed to scale
quadratically with the in-plane k vector;
• their in-plane wave vector is close to zero and they can therefore be excited via
photons;
• the eigenenergy depends on the thicknesses of both the metal layer itself and
the adjacent dielectric layers.
Studying a gold covered DBR composed of GaAs/AlAs, Sasin et al. showed exper-
imentally the existence of Tamm plasmons [127]. In a further step, strong coupling
between Tamm states, formed in a silver-covered AlAs/GaAlAs DBR, and InGaAs
quantum-well excitons was demonstrated experimentally by Symonds et al. [128].
Recently, a more complex geometry was studied theoretically by Kaliteevski et al.
[129]. They demonstrated that a metal layer on top of a microcavity with embed-
ded quantum-well generates hybrid states consisting of exciton polaritons coupled to
Tamm plasmons. As a potential application, Liew et al. proposed exciton-polariton
integrated circuits by utilizing Tamm states [130]. The authors discussed the elec-
trical sensitivity of Tamm-plasmon-exciton-polariton modes to generate and control
bistable states in semiconductor microcavities.
As our sample includes a thin silver layer on top of a periodic DBR with an adjacent
high-refractive index quarter-wavelength layer, we expect the formation of a super-
imposed metal-cavity state. Thus, the observed low-energy state is similar to the
previously discussed Tamm plasmon polariton at the interface between metal and a
DBR. Additionally, the sample features a second DBR and a half-wavelength organic
cavity layer on top of the silver layer (see Fig. 4.4). This metal-dielectric microcavity
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exhibits a strong localization of the electromagnetic ﬁeld near the interface between
the cavity layer and the metal [50]. According to the considerations in Ref. [129] –
describing the case of a cavity with a metal layer on top of the DBR – we expect
the coexistence of two hybrid cavity-metal resonances in such structures. In this the-
sis, the observed and discussed Tamm plasmons are called Tamm state 1 (TS1) and
Tamm state 2 (TS2), according to Figure 4.5 (a) and (b).
In order to verify this interpretation, a transfer matrix formalism [123, 124] is utilized
to numerically determine the transmission properties of a half-wavelength organic mi-
crocavity with included silver layer of increasing thickness (Fig. 4.5(b)).
At zero silver thickness, only one cavity resonance (TS1) exists at the design wave-
length c = 632nm. Upon increasing the silver thickness up to 40 nm, we observe a
continuous shift of the cavity resonance towards lower energies and the emergence of
a new mode (TS2) from the DBR side band shifting to higher energies. Both spectral
movements of the modes saturate at a silver thickness of 40-50 nm, at a minimal
spectral distance of 22 nm. In contrast to the measured data, emission from the orig-
inal cavity resonance at 632 nm is not visible, since the calculation does not account
for scattering into metal-free regions. Any further increase of the metal thickness
merely leads to a decrease of the overall electric ﬁeld amplitudes due to a higher
absorption in the silver. The reason for these spectral shifts is the coupling of both
modes which is discussed in the following.
4.2.5 Anticrossing
The eigenenergies of both modes do not only depend on the thickness of the metal
layer and the adjacent high-refractive index layer of the DBR [124], but also on the
thickness of the cavity layer, as shown in Fig. 4.6. Here, the numerically calculated
transmission spectra of the device are plotted, where a 40 nm silver layer is incor-
porated and the thickness of the cavity layer is varied. It is visible that at cavity
layer thicknesses of c=4 and 3c=4, only one state (TS2) is located in the stop band.
Note that due to the coupling of both modes, they are mixed to some extent, which
becomes apparent at the transition from TS1 into TS2. At any other thickness of
the cavity layer, two states exist simultaneously: Resonance TS1 shows a signiﬁcant
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Figure 4.6: The simulation shows the dependence of the eigenenergies of the Tamm states
on the thickness of the dielectric cavity layer. Both resonances cannot occupy the same
wavelength in the stop band, which is identiﬁed by an anticrossing behavior (dotted ver-
tical line). The dotted horizontal line indicates the position where experimental data are
recorded.
red-shift across the stop band as the cavity thickness increases. However, resonance
TS2 depends only weakly on the cavity thickness, emphasizing that the origin of the
ﬁeld localization is diﬀerent from that of an ordinary cavity mode. At cavity thick-
nesses of c=2, anticrossing occurs, demonstrating that two diﬀerent ﬁelds of the same
wavelength (i.e. 686 nm) are not allowed to propagate through such a structure.
The underlying origin of this behavior becomes evident when discussing the electric
ﬁeld distribution inside the metal-organic microcavity for both resonances.
In Fig. 4.7, the electric ﬁeld distribution is depicted for both modes (TS1 dashed and
TS2 dotted line) inside the hybrid metal (40 nm)-organic microcavity and a cavity
without any metal (solid line). Note that the electric ﬁeld is incident from the right
with unit amplitude. The ﬁelds are in phase until they approach the metal layer.
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Figure 4.7: Snapshot in time of the electric ﬁeld distribution inside the stack for three
cases. The incident electric ﬁeld has unit amplitude, coming from the right. The solid line
depicts the ﬁeld at the design wavelength of 632 nm of a microcavity without any metal,
as a reference. The dashed and the dotted line are the ﬁelds for both resonant modes with
an embedded silver layer of 40 nm thickness. After crossing the metal layer, both modes
exhibit nearly opposite phases.
For both resonance wavelengths, the amplitudes exhibit a maximum either to the left
or to the right of the metal layer. Inside the metal layer, the resonant ﬁelds show
either minimal intensity or change sign (see inset of Fig. 4.7). Consequently, starting
in the cavity layer, both modes have nearly opposite phases, and therefore would
cancel each other at the ’crossing’ wavelength. This fact is in agreement with the
experimentally observed anticrossing behavior in Fig. 4.5 (a). Strikingly, the electric
ﬁeld amplitude inside the metal layer is not evanescent (solid line), as expected for
a metal layer in the absence of a microcavity. Instead, it exhibits a minimum and a
subsequent increase, thus reducing the absorption at the resonance wavelength. This
explains the rather high peak intensity and the comparatively high Q factor of TS2.
Hence, under intense optical pumping these tunable Tamm states might lase, since
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the DCM molecules cover a broad gain spectrum [8]. The splitting of the single cav-
ity mode into two coupled Tamm states is similar to the fundamental splitting and
anticrossing behavior of bonding (symmetric, TS2) and anti-bonding (antisymmetric,
TS1) states in coupled double or multiple quantum-wells. The broad emission band
supplied by the DCM molecules enables those states to be used for the creation of two
monochromatic emissions at diﬀerent frequencies !1 and !2 and for the observation
of spatial and temporal oscillations [131] at the diﬀerence frequency !1   !2.
4.3 Polarization splitting
An important property of planar microcavities is the splitting of their resonances into
diﬀerent linear polarizations, usually referred to as TE-TM splitting. This splitting
is caused by the diﬀerent penetration depths of the electromagnetic ﬁeld inside the
DBR and the detuning of the cavity mode with respect to the center of the DBR
stop band (see Section 2.3.2). It has been proven experimentally that polarization
splitting can be observed in all-dielectric organic photonic dot structures [42] and in
wedge-shaped organic microcavities [41].
This interesting eﬀect is responsible for various phenomena in the newly emerging
ﬁeld of spin-optronics, including the optical spin Hall eﬀect proposed by Kavokin et
al. in 2005 [132] and demonstrated experimentally by Leyder et al. a few years later
[133].
4.3.1 Far ﬁeld emission
As discussed on page 73, Tamm states are proposed to split into TE and TM po-
larized branches for in-plane wave vectors k > 0. To prove this fact experimentally,
we performed angular resolved photoluminescence spectroscopy. The experimental
measure of the momentum is the angle of light emission with respect to the sample
normal and optical axis, linked via kjj =
p
k2x + k
2
y / sin . This can be realized by
mapping the retral focal plane (Fourier plane) of the objective onto the entrance slit
of the spectrometer using an additional projective. Such a spectrum is called far ﬁeld
spectrum. The respective experimental set-ups are presented in detail in Section 3.2
of Chapter 3.
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Figure 4.8: Experimentally observed angle-resolved emission spectra (left panels) along
with numerically calculated spectra (right panels). Deviations of the shape of the parabolas
are due to imperfect refractive indices and their dispersions, on which simulations are based
and due to possible material anisotropy of the layers.
In Figure 4.8, the experimental angle-resolved emission spectra of the metal-organic
microcavity are shown for diﬀerent metal thicknesses (left panels in Fig. 4.8 (a)-(d)).
These data are compared to the results of numerical calculations based on the transfer
matrix algorithm (right panels). Three phenomena become apparent: First, because
of the graded thickness of the metal layer inside the cavity and the small excitation
spot, an increasing metal thickness means moving away from metal-free areas. Thus,
any scatter of the emission into metal-free areas is reduced, leading to a weaker cou-
pling into the original cavity mode at 632 nm. This behavior is not accounted for
in our numerical calculations, since we assume a constant metal thickness over large
areas (compare left and right panels in Fig. 4.8 (a)-(d) at 632 nm). Note that the
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experimentally obtained dispersions (left panels in Figure 4.8) are determined by the
speciﬁc emission spectra of the emitting DCM molecules. In contrast, the calculated
spectra (right panels in Figure 4.8) are not subject to such weighting, since a spec-
trally ﬂat illumination is assumed.
Next, depending on the metal thickness, two modes arise. The spectrally broad
emission above 700 nm corresponds to emission into the long-wavelength sideband of
the DBRs. At silver thicknesses of 25 nm, an initially broad mode emerges from
the long-wavelength sideband. This is the Tamm state 2, which has its origin in
the localization of the electromagnetic ﬁeld next to the metal layer, as previously
discussed in Section 4.2.3. In addition to this, a high energy resonance (TS1) is
observed which converges to the original cavity mode at zero metal thickness. As
metal is introduced, this mode starts shifting to the red. Finally, at oblique angles
and at certain thicknesses of the embedded metal layer, a splitting of each mode
is observed. This splitting increases with increasing angle of incidence. The polar-
izations of both branches are orthogonal to each other, characteristic of a splitting
between TE (lower branch) and TM polarization (upper branch). With increasing
metal thickness, the modes become increasingly detuned with respect to the center of
the DBR stop bands. The degree of polarization splitting depends on any additional
phase shift, caused by a detuning of the resonant modes [39, 41, 42], anisotropy of
the organic [134] or inorganic structures [40], and polarization dependent reﬂections
at the metal surfaces. In our structure, the most sensitive way to control these phase
shifts is by varying the thickness of the metal layer. In addition to the phase shift
at the dielectric/metal interface, the reﬂectance and transmittance of this layer can
be varied, which aﬀects the coupling of the resonant modes. The observed splitting
is strongly pronounced, reaching values of 37meV for TS1 and 45meV for TS2 at
angles of 55° and a silver layer thickness of 40 nm.
4.4 An analytical model of coupling and splitting
In the previous Section, experimentally obtained angle-resolved spectra are presented
along with numerically simulated spectra. The calculations are based on the transfer
matrix algorithm and are obtained using the commercial software Film Wizard. The
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Figure 4.9: Design of the investigated structure. Two Bragg reﬂectors enclose the cavity
layer and the silver layer of variable thickness (gradient from 0 to 40 nm, not shown). The
reﬂection coeﬃcients at the corresponding interfaces are marked as ri, the thicknesses of
the layers being most sensitive to the eigenmodes as di. The topmost TiO2 layer of the ﬁrst
DBR (i = L), the silver (i = m), and cavity (i = R) layers are shown not to scale.
numerical results ﬁt well with the experiment. However, it is diﬃcult to get a deep
insight into the physics of both parabolic-shaped modes which are obviously coupled.
The principle of polarization splitting, as becoming apparent at oblique angles, can
be analytically understood in the framework of Panzarini et al. [39], as presented in
Section 2.3.2. However, the authors discuss a situation diﬀerent from our experiment.
They do not account for possible material anisotropy, especially for the oxide layers
[63, 135, 136], and for the diﬀerent reﬂectance phase introduced by the metallic layer
next to the cavity layer.
This motivates the development of an analytical description of the system to gain
a physical understanding of the eigenmodes of a coupled cavity photon mode and
a Tamm plasmon. This is realized using a transfer matrix approach for complex
amplitudes to describe electromagnetic waves propagating forward and backward at
both interfaces of the left and right DBR (see Figure 4.9):
A
 
1
rR
!
=
 
ei'L 0
0 e i'L
! 
(t2   r2) r
 r 1
! 
ei'R 0
0 e i'R
! 
rL
1
!
: (4.1)
Here, the amplitude reﬂection coeﬃcient of the left (right) DBR is rL(R), the ampli-
tude transmission and reﬂection coeﬃcients of the silver layer are t and r. The phase
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Figure 4.10: (a) For the special case of a 40 nm silver layer inside the cavity, analytical
solutions (black solid and red dashed line) of the given analysis are presented showing
good agreement with the experimental data of Fig. 4.8 (d). (b) Parabolic dependence of
the splitting between TE and TM modes of the shifted cavity resonance and the Tamm
plasmon polariton as a function of the angle of incidence.
shifts occurring due to the propagation through layers adjacent to silver are given
by 'i = nidi cosi(!=c), with the angle of light propagation relative to the normal
of the interfaces i, the thickness di and the refractive indices ni of silver-adjacent
layers (i = L corresponds to a TiO2 layer, i = R to the active layer with nR = 1:7,
see Figure 4.9). By eliminating the constant A, Eq. (4.1) is simpliﬁed and can be
written in the factorized form:
1   rLre2i'L 11   rRre2i'R 1 =  t2=r2: (4.2)
Equation 4.2 describes two coupled Tamm states, localized on either side of the metal
ﬁlm. The coupling is determined by the residual transmission t of the thin silver layer.
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By using simpliﬁed expressions for the reﬂection coeﬃcients, we linearize Eq. (4.2).
For metal, the coeﬃcient reads:
rTE;TM    exp 2ini!  1 2i =2n2i  = (p"1!p) ; (4.3)
where !P and "1 are the metal plasma frequency (for silver ~!P = 3:74 eV) and the
background dielectric constant, as introduced with Equation 2.17 in Section 2.1.2.
The angle of light propagation i in the layers adjacent to silver (with respect to the
surface normal) is assumed to be small. The simpliﬁed DBR reﬂection coeﬃcients
close to the Bragg frequency !0 with light incident from layers with refractive indices
ni are:
rTE;TM   exp [i (TE;TM (!   !0)) =!0] ; (4.4)
with nT = 2:1 as the value of the high index DBR material TiO2 and nS=1.45 for the
low index layers of SiO2 (negative sign for the case nT > nS). The Bragg frequency
!0 is given by:
!0 =
c
nTdT + nSdS

1 +
2i
2
nSdT + nTdS
nTnS

(4.5)
and
TE;TM =
nTnS
ni jnT   nSj

1 
2
i
2
n2T + n
2
S
n2Tn
2
S

; (4.6)
where the negative (positive) sign corresponds to TE (TM) polarization. The coupling
strength is determined by the ratio t2=r2 and can be approximated by [137]
t2=r2  4n
2
T!
2
0
!2Pn
2
R cosh
2

dm
q
(!P=c)
2 + k2x
 ; (4.7)
where kx denotes the in-plane wave vector and dm is the silver layer thickness. After
linearizing, Equation (4.2) can be rewritten in the form of two coupled oscillators,
(!   !A)(!   !B) = 
2, with two solutions for ! (each having the same base Bragg
frequency !0) !1;2 = !0  
. At zero angle the coupling constant reads:

 =
2
p
(nTnS + nT(nT + nS))(nTnS + nR(nT + nS))
nTnR cosh
2

dm
q
(!P=c)
2 + k2x
 !20
!P
: (4.8)
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The Tamm plasmon localized at the interface between the silver and the left DBR
has a frequency diﬀerent from the Bragg frequency !0 of the DBR for which the
localization would be maximized. In order to tune the Tamm plasmon frequency to
the DBR frequency !0, the thickness of the layer adjacent to the metal should diﬀer
from being quarter-wavelength by d = c=(2!0n)  c=!P .
Furthermore, Equation (4.6) shows that the diﬀerence between the phases for TE
and TM polarized light is proportional to the square of i. Applying this analytical
approach, we can obtain a ﬁt of the split hybrid modes of a sample with a 40 nm
silver layer inside our organic microcavity as shown in Figure 4.10 (a). In Figure 4.10
(b), the calculated parabolic splitting between the orthogonally split branches of the
mode TS1 and TS2 is presented, which is in accordance with theoretical predictions
[124].
4.5 Coherent emission from Tamm plasmon states
Organic optoelectronic devices are particularly sensitive to heating due to their low
thermal conductivity. The strong optical absorption of metallic components in such
devices may trigger chemical degradation and crystallization of the active layers. In
fact, any absorption of photons limits optical coherence, which may render metallic
components incompatible with lasing [138]. However, recently, Symonds et al. [139]
reported lasing from a GaAs/silver microstructure, albeit restricted to liquid nitro-
gen temperature. In microstructures involving organic semiconductors and metals,
such observations are expected at room temperature. Here, two experimental conﬁg-
urations are typically considered: Traditional structures based on surface plasmons,
which enhance the interactions of light to organic materials [140, 141] or structures
based on Tamm plasmons [124, 127].
4.5.1 Sample design optimization for metal-organic cavities
In the previous Sections, the metal-organic hybrid cavity is optically characterized
below the lasing threshold. However, upon increasing the excitation power, the sam-
ple showed no super-linear increase in emission power which indicates laser action.
The reason is the non-optimized design with respect to the optical losses and the
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Figure 4.11: Calculated angular resolved transmission spectra of an optimized hybrid
cavity. (a) With an embedded silver layer of 30 nm thickness, the corresponding TS1 appears
at 640 nm matching the DCM emission maximum. (b) The calculated spectrum shown for
the same microcavity but without a silver structure. The ordinary cavity mode is localized
at  620 nm and is supported by the broad DCM gain maximum.
gain.
In this Section, we present a modiﬁed design, where the thickness of the formerly
=2 active cavity layer is increased. This step is done in order to tune the resonances
and to increase the amount of molecules which can be inverted [88], see also Section
4.1. The discussion in Section 4.2.5 has underlined the impact of the thickness of
the dielectric layers adjacent to the metal on the eigeneneries of TS1 and TS2. This
in turn allows to tune the modes within the photonic band gap and to control the
splitting between the modes.
By optimizing the design one has to account for several eﬀects. First, the metal layer
has to be thick enough to support both Tamm states of suﬃciently high Q factor, and
reasonable conductivity in (the future) case of being used as an electrode. Second,
due to its lossy nature, it is unlikely that resonance TS2 could participate in lasing
action. Therefore, we decide to adjust the eigenenergy of TS1 to match the gain max-
imum provided by the DCM molecules. Due to the red-shift with increasing metal
thickness, the cavity layer thickness has to be decreased and is no longer an integer
multiple of =2. Third, it would be interesting to have not only the TS1 matching
the gain spectrum, but also the original cavity resonance, at metal-free regions of
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Figure 4.12: (a) Measured angular-resolved emission spectrum of a metal-organic hybrid
cavity next to the edge separating metal-free areas from regions with a homogeneous silver
layer. Due to scattering and a slightly extended excitation spot, all three modes become
visible: the CS at 620 nm, the TS1, and TS2 at 640 and 680 nm, respectively. (b) Super-
imposed transfer matrix calculations of one cavity with and one without silver. All three
resonances ﬁt well to the experimentally obtained data. CS and TS1 overlap with the
measured emission spectrum of the DCM molecules (yellow curve).
the sample. This would allow to study and compare prospective thresholds of both
systems on one individual sample. One possible design is the following (1T 1S)10
1.26T 3.78Org 30nmAg 0.953T (1S 1T)10, where the design wavelength is chosen to
be 625 nm. The prefactors are, as usual, the optical quarter-wavelength thicknesses,
except for silver (Ag), where the value represents the physical thickness in nanometer.
The T (S) represents layers of TiO2 (SiO2). Here, the optical thickness of the organic
(Org) cavity layer is close to .
In Figure 4.11, the calculated transmission spectra of unpolarized light are depicted of
(a) the optimized metal-organic hybrid cavity and (b) the same structure but without
the embedded metallic layer. When metal is present, both Tamm states are visible,
with the base eigenenergy of TS1 at 640 nm. This state is therefore supported by the
gain of DCM and may preferentially show lasing. With no metal inside the structure,
the ordinary cavity state (CS) is located at 620 nm.
The experimentally obtained angular dispersion of the structure with optimized de-
sign is presented in Figure 4.12 (a). The measurement is taken next to the edge
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between metal-free areas and areas with a homogeneous metal thickness of 30 nm.
The beam of the 405 nm laser (see Section 3.2.2) is used to excite the absorption
band of the Alq3 molecules and is focused into a spot diameter of about 10m. The
extension of the excitation spot and scattering of the excitation light into both re-
gions enable the observation of all three possible modes.
In Figure 4.12 (b), a ﬁt of the obtained data is shown. At zero angle, the resonant
wavelengths of all three modes ﬁt perfectly. At oblique angles, the measured intensity
distribution of the cavity state is diﬀerent. The reason is the geometry of the design
and the diﬀerently supported modes due to the pumping next to a metal edge. By
moving the excitation spot away from the metallic edge towards metal-free areas,
the intensity of the Tamm states decreases substantially. This allows to adjust the
eﬃciency of incoupling to certain modes and, consequently, the ratio of the intensities
CS/TSi. Here, the separation of CS and TS1 is about 20 nm and corresponds well
with the emission spectrum of the DCM molecules (shown as yellow solid line).
4.5.2 Lasing of Tamm plasmon polaritons
Next, we study the optical response of the hybrid cavity under intense optical pump-
ing. For this purpose, nanosecond pulses of 532 nm wavelength are utilized to pump
either of the regions. The rapid molecular relaxation [142] ensures that pumping
generates an incoherent exciton population. In this experiment, regions with ho-
mogeneous metal, 15m away from metal-free regions, are pumped via the focused
beam (diameter of 3m). In Figure 4.13, the angle-resolved emission patterns of
the cavity in dependence on the excitation energy are presented. In panel (a), both
the cavity state and the TS1 appear. Surprisingly, in this conﬁguration the original
cavity resonance is supported by scattering at defects and wave-guiding along the
sample plane. Examining the Q factor of the modes leads to values of  1400 for the
cavity state and about  650 for TS1. Our Q factors are comparable [139, 143] or
higher [127] than values reported in literature for epitaxially grown samples measured
at cryogenic temperatures. In panel (b), the emission intensity is increased twice to
0.11 nJ. An asymmetry of the cavity parabola becomes more pronounced. The branch
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Figure 4.13: Angular dispersion of the CS and TS1 in dependence on the excitation energy.
The diﬀerent excitation energies are marked with roman numerals and correspond to the
marks and labels in the input-output curve in Figure 4.14. (a) At low excitation energy,
both modes are apparent with diﬀerent intensities. (b) Increasing the pump energy leads
to linearly increased spontaneous emission until (c), the threshold of the cavity mode is
reached. The coherent emission couples also into the TS1 parabola (at negative angles).
(d) By further increasing the excitation energy, the emission of the TS1 mode at k = 0
increases super-linearly indicating lasing. The dispersion-less feature, which is visible at
615 nm and at angles smaller than -35°, appears with reaching the CS coherence threshold
and is ascribed to a reﬂection of the output signal in the detection path of the spectrograph.
covering negative angles exhibits less intensity compared to positive angles. Instead,
starting from this photon energy, the intensity of the TS1 is increased. This might be
explained by scattering from cavity mode photons into the TS1 dispersion with con-
served energy. The asymmetric scattering towards negative angles is due to the fact
that in this direction the metallic layer is continuous, whereas the metal edge is at the
opposite site. The extent of the modes in lateral direction can exceed 10m [99–101]
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Figure 4.14: (a) Input-output characteristics of the cavity mode (red dots) and the Tamm
state 1 (black squares), respectively. The integrated emission of the TS1 is several times
weaker compared to the cavity mode. Both modes exhibit a linear increase in intensity both
below and above the coherence threshold. (b) The linewidth of the CS (TS1) reduces from
 0:45nm ( 1nm) below threshold to  0:25nm ( 0:6 nm) above it.
causing an overlapping of a particular mode into non-supported areas. Hence, in dif-
ferent directions diﬀerent modes are supported. These eﬀects are exploited in samples
with laterally structured metallic layer and are explained extensively in Chapter 5.
By further increasing the excitation energy, the coherence threshold of the cavity state
is reached at 620 nm (panel (c), excitation energy 0.2 nJ). At k = 0 of the correspond-
ing parabola, a super-linear increase in emission intensity is observed accompanied by
a reduction in linewidth (see also Figure 4.14).The coherent light emission is scattered
into the TS1 dispersion at an angle of  32°. This scattering process into a second
mode is in full analogy to Kastler-ring emission, theoretically described by A. Kastler
in 1962 [144] and experimentally demonstrated in a coupled organic microcavity by
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Schneeweiss et al. [145].
A further increase in pump energy leads to the observation of a second non-linear
threshold, this time of the TS1 at  640 nm. A signiﬁcant reduction of the spectral
emission wavelength is a further evidence of lasing from a Tamm plasmon polariton,
see panel (d) in Figure 4.13.
The input-output behavior of the lasing characteristics is presented in Figure 4.14.
According to the two times lower Q factor of TS1, its respective mean coherence
threshold is found to be two to three times higher than for the CS. Both the diﬀer-
ence of the eigenenergies and of the thresholds which scales inversely proportional
with the Q factor indicates that both coherent modes oscillate completely indepen-
dent from each other. While the linewidth of the cavity mode reduces from  0:45nm
below threshold to  0:25nm above it, the linewidth of TS1 decreases from  1nm
to  0:6nm.
Remarkably, in this experiment no degradation or destruction of the sample is noticed,
even for excitation energies 1.5 orders of magnitude above the coherence threshold
of the CS (limited by the maximum output power of the pump laser). The roman
numerals (I-IV) in Figure 4.14 (a) denote diﬀerent excitation energies corresponding
to the cases presented in Figure 4.13 (a)-(d).
This observation is the ﬁrst report of a coherent Tamm plasmon at room temperature.
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5 Structured metal-organic
cavities and multi-dimensional
mode conﬁnement
In this Chapter, organic microcavities with a structured silver layer inside the de-
vice are studied. A lift-oﬀ process allows to produce circular and elliptic holes in
the metallic layer, creating an eﬀective three-dimensional mode conﬁnement, evident
from a discretized mode spectrum. The use of a photolithography tool enables to pat-
tern the metal layer into regular stripes of diﬀerent periodicity. This sample structure
oﬀers deep insights into both optical eﬀects caused by the periodicity of the structure
and eﬀects induced by the two-dimensional conﬁnement. The results presented in this
Chapter have been published in Applied Physics Letters [146] and in Nature Photonics
[147].
In the previous Chapter, optical properties of organic microcavities are studied with
an embedded continuous metal layer from the perspective of using such a layer as an
injecting electrode. The localization of the electromagnetic ﬁeld next to the metal
layer leads to the formation of two coupled Tamm states. Coherent emission at rea-
sonable threshold energies is achieved due to the minimized metal-based losses. Such
promising results motivate the study of structured metal layers incorporated into the
cavities. First, the metal layer is structured by circular holes of diﬀerent diameters.
Inside a perforated region, the ordinary cavity state appears, which discretizes due to
the small hole diameter in the range of 3 to 50m. Such a three-dimensional photon
conﬁnement reduces the mode volume within the microcavity, from which we expect
improved lasing characteristics [36, 108]. Cavity photons are less subject to absorp-
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tive losses than the metal-based Tamm plasmons. The losses of the plasmonic states
are related to their origin itself, which is the non-vanishing ﬁeld amplitude inside the
metal, as depicted in Figure 4.7.
In a second experiment, the silver layer is structured into a periodic pattern. Here,
eﬀects due to the conﬁnement become apparent accompanied by eﬀects originating
from the periodicity, like interference and Bragg scattering of occurring modes.
5.1 An organic microcavity including a perforated
silver layer
5.1.1 The sample
We study an organic microcavity with an incorporated, structured silver layer of
40 nm thickness (Fig. 5.1). The silver layer is embedded between the bottom DBR
and the active layer and is perforated by circular holes with diameters ranging from
3 to 50m (see the electron micrograph Fig. 3.7 on page 58). The thickness of the
organic cavity layer is adjusted to match the gain maximum of the DCM molecules
at 619 nm. The fabrication of this metal-organic microcavity is described in detail in
Section 3.1.5. A sketch of the sample is shown in Figure 5.1. This sample provides
two diﬀerent resonator types: an organic microcavity with circular mesas of variable
sizes formed by the regions inside the holes (region I, Fig. 5.1), and a ﬂat organic
microcavity with an embedded silver layer of 40 nm thickness (region II, Fig. 5.1).
5.1.2 Mode discretization due to metal-based conﬁnement
For optical investigations of the device, the micro-photoluminescence setup discussed
in Section 3.2.2 is applied, where we excite the center of diﬀerent mesas using the
405 nm cw diode laser. The laser beam is focused to a spot of 2m in diameter
to systematically investigate either region I or II and to study the transition region
between metal-free and metal-containing areas.
When exciting the metal-organic microcavity exactly in the center of holes of diﬀerent
diameters, we observe the far ﬁeld photoluminescence spectra shown in Fig. 5.2
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Figure 5.1: Schematic of the organic microcavity consisting of two DBRs and an Alq3:DCM
active layer with inserted, perforated silver layer of 40 nm thickness and holes with diameters
ranging from 3 to 50m.
(a)-(c), here presented for holes with approximate diameters of 4, 7, and 10m.
The parabola-shaped dispersion curves with cutoﬀ wavelengths at 655 nm (TS1) and
690 nm (TS2) originate from Tamm states formed due to the incorporated 40 nm silver
layer, as described in the previous Chapter. Again, each of the states is represented
by a set of two parabolae as a result of the splitting between TE and TM polarized
light at nonzero angles, see Section 4.3.
In addition to the states TS1 and TS2, we observe a parabola-shaped discretized
cavity state (CS) based at 619 nm. The coexistence of Tamm states and the cavity
parabola is explained by the lateral extent of the wave functions which may substan-
tially overlap at regions next to the metal edge, see also Section 4.5.1. The discrete far
ﬁeld pattern of the CS is a typical ﬁngerprint of conﬁned optical systems [148]. Here,
the conﬁnement is caused by the boundary conditions of the holes in the metal layer.
As expected for a good optical conﬁnement, the energy spacing between adjacent
discrete levels decreases and the angular linewidth narrows when the mesa diameter
is increased [149], see Fig. 5.2. With a further growing diameter, the energy splitting
vanishes (Fig. 5.2 (c)) and the parabola narrows until, at about 15m hole diameter,
it becomes indistinguishable from the delocalized cavity mode. Since the silver layer
thickness is only a fraction of the cavity thickness, our conﬁnement is incomplete and
provides only a shallow trap structure. This enables the formation of the extended
states TS1 and TS2.
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Figure 5.2: Angle-resolved photoluminescence spectra (logarithmic color scale) of the
metal-organic microcavity excited centrally in three holes of (a) 4m, (b) 7m, and (c)
10m diameter by a 405 nm cw laser beam with a 2-m-diameter spot.
Near ﬁeld mode structure
The excitation is realized by the laser beam of 2m spot radius, focused centrally on
the hole. Depending on its position and precise emission energy, an excited molecule
may emit either into the mesa-supported cavity state (CS) or into the extended Tamm
states (TS1, TS2). The emission into TS1 and TS2 from molecules inside the hole is
feasible due to an extension of the Tamm states into the hole (see Fig. 5.3). The po-
sition of the emission maximum is determined by the spatial overlap of the excitation
and the Tamm states, whose mode proﬁles decay into the hole from the edges. When
exciting a hole close to the center, there is a considerable overlap of the Tamm states
and the excited region for hole-diameters up to 10m. In the experiment shown,
the excitation spot is slightly shifted to the right, which is explained by the slightly
right-shifted emission into CS, with respect to the hole center. As a consequence, the
excited region overlaps mainly with the Tamm states located close to the right edge
of the aperture causing an emission maximum shifted to the right. With increasing
hole diameter the overlap vanishes, causing a decreasing emission into TS1 and TS2
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Figure 5.3: Spectrally resolved near ﬁeld emission (logarithmic color scale) of an 8m
diameter hole. The white lines indicate the hole boundaries.
(see Fig. 5.2).
Due to the incomplete conﬁnement, the cavity state extends beyond the hole bound-
aries (indicated by white lines, 5.3) into the metal-covered region. The sharp intensity
cutoﬀ at 628 nm (the hole is located in a diﬀerent region of the sample than the holes
excited to obtain Fig. 5.2) and the mode discretization indeed identify the CS as
the emitting state. This extension of the CS enables the photons to leave the hole
under conservation of momentum, and consequently induces losses. These losses are
increased by the metallic absorption, which aﬀects the light propagating outside the
aperture. An additional loss channel is the scattering of photons at the metal edge
into TS1, which is accompanied by a momentum change. Both channels lead to a
decrease of the Q factor.
Here, the Q factors of the TS1, TS2, and CS are comparable (Q  500), which is
based on two reasons. On the one hand, the linewidth of TS1 and TS2 is mainly
determined by the thickness of the embedded metal layer and increases up to a
certain metal thickness, which was previously discussed [89]. On the other hand, the
CS suﬀers mainly from the aforementioned loss channels, leading to a signiﬁcant line
broadening and a compensation of the line narrowing eﬀect of the conﬁnement.
An excited molecule contributing with its emission to one of the Tamm states is
restricted to emit light of a certain wavelength  into a certain direction  determined
by the eﬀective cavity thickness as Le :  = 2Le cos . Le is determined by the
cavity thickness Lc, the refractive index of the active material nc, the metal layer
thickness, and the metallic refractive index.
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5.1.3 Modeling the electric ﬁeld distribution
To account for the lateral structuring which causes the formation of the discretized
cavity resonance, we must include additional lateral boundary conditions. These allow
the emission of certain wavelengths only and, thereby, discretize the cavity parabola
as seen in Fig. 5.2. In a cylindrical coordinate system with its origin in the hole
center and the z-direction coinciding with the optical axis, the boundary conditions
are: Ez = 0 for TM modes and Bz = 0 for TE modes. The electric ﬁeld vanishes
at the metal surfaces, because its propagation inside the metal is suppressed. The
strong absorption is caused by electron oscillations, which enhance the reﬂectivity
at the same time. The result is a discrete spectrum of localized modes Eznl inside
the hole, where n are the radial and l the angular mode numbers. In consideration
of the boundary conditions, the solution of the Helmholtz-equation in a cylindrical
coordinate system yields the following in-plane electric ﬁeld:
Eznl(; ') / Jl(knl) cos(l') (TM - Modes.); (5.1)
where  and ' denote the radial distance and azimuth angle, respectively. The
discrete energy values Enl are modeled by [150]:
Enl = ~c
nc
q
k20 + k
2
nl =
~c
nc
s
2
L2c
+
x2nl
R2
: (5.2)
Here, k0 and knl are the longitudinal and transverse parts of the wave vector, Lc the
cavity thickness, R the hole radius, and xnl is the n-th root of the order l Bessel func-
tion Jl(knl). This formula describes the observed behavior of a decreasing energy
splitting with increasing hole diameter. A feature of the Bessel modes is the possi-
bility of analytically calculating the Fourier transform, as presented in the Appendix
(Chapter 7).
Figure 5.4 (a) shows a detail of Fig. 5.2 (a) superimposed with the dispersion curve
for a laterally unstructured cavity of the same thickness shown as a dashed line:
 = c cos . Figure 5.4 (b) provides the corresponding calculated far ﬁeld transmis-
sion spectrum. In agreement with former publications [34], the calculated spectrum
is obtained by performing the Fourier transform of the sixteen lowest energetic modes
given by Eq. (5.1) and employing Eq. (5.2) for energetic positioning. When com-
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Figure 5.4: (a) Measured angle- and wavelength-dependent photoluminescence intensity
of the  4m mesa (detail of Fig. 2 (a)). (b) Calculated far ﬁeld transmission spectrum
(for the radius R = 1:85m, cavity refractive index nc = 1:75 and cavity thickness Lc =
176:8 nm). Each submode is calculated with an intensity normalized to 1 (brackets indicate
overlapping modes).
paring both far ﬁeld patterns depicted in Fig. 5.4, we ﬁnd an excellent agreement
of experiment and theory, concerning the restriction of the pattern inside the dis-
persion of the unstructured cavity as well as the energetic positions of the modes.
The energetic broadening of the measured energy levels is based on imperfections not
taken into account in the calculations, namely the inhomogeneous thickness of the
cavity layer and of the top DBR caused by the technical realization of the silver layer
perforation, see Section 3.1.5. Furthermore, the imperfect reﬂectivity of the DBRs
and absorption in the active layer cause a nonzero linewidth of the resonant cavity
mode. The resulting broadening causes an overlap of modes lying energetically close
to each other in the modeled pattern. For illustration purposes, all calculated sub-
states of the cavity mode are normalized to 1. Therefore, emission into angles inside
the parabola become visible. The real-scale experimental data resolve these features
only for the ﬁrst few modes.
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5.2 An organic microcavity including periodic
metal stripes
In this Section, experiments with periodically placed metal stripes forming a grating
inside an organic microcavity are considered. Such a design allows to simultaneously
study both conﬁnement eﬀects and periodicity eﬀects. We systematically investigate
the emission and coherence properties by exciting diﬀerent favored modes which form
along the grating. The periodicity of the stripes enables the observation of surface
plasmon polaritons which can form between the silver layer and the adjacent dielectric
layers.
5.2.1 The sample
The sample is shown schematically as cross-section in Fig. 5.5. Here, an organic
emitter layer is sandwiched between two DBRs, forming a half-wavelength optical
resonator. In one part of the sample, we implement a thin metal grating between
the bottom mirror and the active layer, consisting of 40-nm-thick silver stripes with
two diﬀerent periods (a = 7:4 or 11:1m; Fig. 5.5, region 3). On the same sample,
two unstructured regions serve as references: one microcavity without metal (region
1) and one with a homogeneous 40 nm silver layer (region 2). In all three cases,
the emitter in the active cavity layer is the organic laser dye DCM, doped into a
matrix of Alq3. With a 405 nm cw laser, we excite the DCM molecules far above
their emission energy. Using micro-photoluminescence spectroscopy, we then map
the angular dependence (far ﬁeld) of the microcavity emission from the three regions.
5.2.2 Far ﬁeld emission pattern
Figure 5.6 compares the spontaneous emission spectrum of the periodically patterned
resonator with that of the reference regions. The behavior of the reference regions is
discussed in Chapter 4; in the absence of metal, we observe a single parabolic cavity
resonance (at 656 nm) as well as two broad DBR sidebands (Fig. 5.6 (a). When a
40 nm silver layer is implemented below the organic ﬁlm, it acts as a third mirror in-
side the cavity [127], changing the distribution of the electric ﬁeld along the direction
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Figure 5.5: Schematic of the microcavity sample. In region 1, no metal is present. Region
2 contains a 40 nm silver layer, like in the experiments presented Section 4.2. In region 3,
this silver layer is structured by means of photolithography into a periodic pattern (stripe
period a = 7:4 or 11:1m).
normal to the sample plane, compare with Figure 4.7. In this way, the original cavity
resonance shifts to the red and the second resonance emerges from the low-energy
sideband. In Fig. 5.6 (b), the states are labeled TS1 and TS2, respectively. The
calculated electric ﬁeld distributions of the three types of resonances are presented in
Figure 5.12 in Section 5.3.1.
Figure 5.6 (c) shows the angular dispersion of the periodically patterned micro-
cavity with a period of 7.4m. The 20-m-wide excitation spot covers both metal
stripes and gaps. As expected, the emission spectra reveal all three resonances, that
is, the cavity mode, TS1, and TS2, at their appropriate energies for small angles.
However, the observed angle-resolved spectrum is obviously not a mere superposition
of Fig. 5.6 (a) and (b). Instead, the dispersion branches discretize in k-space and
the interior of the Tamm parabola is ﬁlled with discrete sub-states. These eﬀects are
caused by the refractive index modulation along the metal grating, which generates a
periodic photonic potential along the cavity plane. In the direction perpendicular to
the grating, Tamm plasmons are optically conﬁned to the 3.0-m-wide metal stripes
and ordinary cavity modes to the 4.4m gaps between them. The latter is several
times smaller than the mode radius in a comparable planar microcavity [88, 101].
The resulting discretization is similar to that seen in three-dimensional photonic dots
[37].
Additional to the optical conﬁnement, the periodicity of our structure parallel to
the growing direction also plays a role. As a result of Bragg scattering, the original
parabolic cavity dispersion is replicated in k-space. For clarity, we calculate these
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Figure 5.6: (a) Angle-resolved emission spectrum for the region without metal. The single
cavity mode shows a maximum at 656 nm. (b) Formation of two Tamm states (at 684
and 702 nm) in region 2. (c) Periodically patterned microcavity with period a = 7:4m.
Here, the two Tamm states and the cavity mode coexist, replicated in k-space due to Bragg
scattering. The upper Tamm state discretizes due to optical conﬁnement. Bragg-scattered
surface plasmon polaritons appear as quasi-linear dispersions for wavelengths below 650 nm.
replicates and show them isolated in Fig. 5.7. The parabolae cross at integer mul-
tiples of the lateral component of k, kjj = m  =a. At these points, the density
of states is enhanced and bright spots appear in the experimentally measured spec-
tra in k-space. Later on, these will act as condensation points for stimulated emission.
Bragg-scattered surface plasmon polaritons
Further resonances modulate the density of states. Most notably, there is a regular
pattern of quasi-linear dispersion branches emerging at low wavelengths. The density
of states is enhanced at the intersections between these Bragg-scattered quasi-linear
branches and either Tamm states or Bragg-scattered cavity modes.
In order to disentangle this complex angle-resolved spectrum, we recorded the corre-
sponding spatial mode distribution (Fig. 5.8). Near the cavity resonance at 656 nm,
emission is restricted to the metal-free gaps and occurs at discrete energy values.
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Figure 5.7: Calculation of the Bragg-scattered cavity resonance. The intersections of the
parabolas at kjj = m=a are labeled with akjj, period a = 7:4m.
This indicates an additional lateral conﬁnement of the cavity photons.
At lower wavelengths (around 635 nm), the ﬁeld intensity is distributed homoge-
neously over metal-containing and metal-free areas. In agreement with Fig. 5.6 (c),
this corresponds to the spectral region where the cavity mode couples to the almost
linear dispersions. These quasi-linear features stand isolated between 610 nm and
580 nm. Here, in the spatially resolved spectrum (Fig. 5.8), light is localized tightly
at the edges of the metal stripes. Besides conﬁnement and periodicity, the predomi-
nance of bright edges is the third factor that distinguishes this periodically patterned
metal cavity from one with a continuous metal layer.
The slope of these linear dispersion branches passing through 655 nm at  = 0 and
through 580 nm at  = 23:5 ° can be used to derive an eﬀective refractive index:
ne =
kjj
k0
(5.3)
resulting in ne = 3:58 at 655 nm [151]. As this value exceeds the refractive indices
of all materials involved, surface plasmon polaritons (SPPs) at the interface between
the organic cavity layer and a silver stripe provide the only possible explanation.
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Figure 5.8: Spatially resolved spectrum observed in a periodically patterned microcavity
(a = 7:4m, excitation spot diameter  20m). The cavity mode (656-645 nm) is conﬁned
to the metal-free gaps. Eﬃcient mode coupling occurs at 645-620 nm. At 610-580 nm, the
emission is sharply localized near the edges of the metal stripes.
The wave vector of a SPP is kSPP = kAlq3["Ag=("Ag + "Alq3)]1=2 [22] along the cavity.
However, due to momentum conservation, this mode cannot escape from the DBR
resonator into air, see Fig. 2.3.
Here, the dispersion relation of this surface plasmon is Bragg-scattered by integer mul-
tiples of the length of the reciprocal lattice vector, G = 2=a, provided by the period
of the embedded grating. The resulting replica dispersion branches at k = kSPPnG
may penetrate into the air cone for suﬃciently large n and be observed outside the
cavity. Figure 5.8 demonstrates why Bragg scattering of SPPs is so eﬃcient up to
very high orders of n  30. With a decay constant of  7m 1 typical for the inter-
face between Alq3 and silver [22], the steep exponential proﬁle in real space generates
a very broad Fourier transform of 1=( + ik) with considerable contributions inside
the air cone [152]. The optical feedback in longitudinal direction given by the high
reﬂectance of the mirrors drastically enhances this eﬀect.
For clarity, Figure 5.9 shows the resonances of the cavity mode, TS1, and TS2 cal-
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Figure 5.9: Calculated dispersion of the cavity mode (left) and the Tamm states (right).
When the modes are detuned with respect to the center of the DBR stop band, they split
at oblique angles into a TE polarized (red) and a TM polarized (blue) branch (according
to the discussion in Section 4.3). Bragg-scattered SPP modes are depicted in blue (order
number n = 13:::30). The x scale sin  corresponds to the normalized in-plane wave vector
in air as covered by the experiment.
culated applying the previously introduced transfer matrix algorithm1. These modes
overlap with the quasi-linear surface plasmon dispersions, k = kSPP  nG, shown for
very high orders n = 13 to 30. The consequences of this overlap appear most clearly
in the spectrum of Fig. 5.6 (c), where high-order Bragg-scattered surface plasmons, a
replica of the cavity dispersion (see Fig. 5.7), and the Tamm resonance all interfere.
Consequently, the cavity parabola decomposes into separated features, for example,
near 650 nm/30 °. The sheer presence of the cavity mode in this energy region still
remains important, because eﬃcient Bragg scattering of the Tamm state and the SPP
is restricted to regions where the cavity mode provides a sizeable density of states.
The resulting complex mode pattern is mapped across the major part of the cavity
stop band by the broad spontaneous emission spectrum of DCM.
1The best ﬁt is observed assuming a silver layer thickness of 60 nm, based on the wavelength-
dependent refractive index of bulk silver [23].
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5.3 Phase-locked coherent modes in a
metal-organic microcavity
Owing to its non-linear nature, stimulated emission ampliﬁes the roughness of the
energy landscape both in real and in k-space. In turn, the development of coherence
is strongly inﬂuenced by the disrupted cavity dispersion. In the experiments shown
in Fig. 5.10, we pump a patterned metal-organic microcavity with an energy above
15 nJ per nanosecond pulse, oﬀ-resonantly in a very small spot with a diameter of
<2m. At this threshold, a 2.5-fold increase of the excitation energy results in a
300-fold increase of the cavity mode emission (Fig. 5.11), with considerable spectral
narrowing.
This coherent emission occurs in three diﬀerent patterns, all linearly polarized per-
pendicular to the orientation of the metal grating. As pumping occurs oﬀ-resonantly,
it is safe to conclude that we observe a self-organized coherent process. At the same
time, the incoherent spontaneous emission at oblique angles kjj > 0 increases slightly
sub-linearly, conserving the shape and spectral distribution of the dispersion relation.
The three types of emission are obtained by changing the spatial pump proﬁle. We
ﬁrst excite the center of a gap in the grating (a = 11:1m). As shown in Fig. 5.10
(a), coherent light is emitted from the apex of the cavity mode parabola at 656 nm,
with a vanishing lateral component kjj = 0. In analogy to results published for an
inorganic semiconductor microcavity by Lai et al. [153], we call this the zero-state.
Similar emission perpendicular to the cavity plane is also expected from an unstruc-
tured microcavity, see Section 4.5.
We next position the pump spot away from the center of a metal-free gap, close
to the edge of a metal stripe. This time, we observe a -state; coherent emission
is observed as two peaks at oblique angles with kjj = m=a, replacing the previous
kjj = 0 pattern. The eigenenergy of this mode is 1meV higher than the base of the
parabola, in accordance with the cavity dispersion.
In the third experimental step, we pump a metal-organic microcavity, again centered
exactly between two metal stripes, albeit with a smaller grating period of 7.4m.
Here, as well as emission from kjj = 0, the angle-resolved spectrum of Fig. 5.10 (c)
reveals coherent features at even multiples of kjj = =a, with energies  3meV higher
than the dispersion minimum. This corresponds to the energy of the cavity parabola
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Figure 5.10: (a) Zero-state: with a grating period of a = 11:1m, coherent emission
evolves at k = 0. (b) -state: when the pump spot is shifted to the edge of a metal stripe,
coherent light is emitted into oblique angles at k = =a. For this, adjacent mode maxima
must couple out-of-phase, see Section 5.3.1. (c) 2-state: a microcavity with a smaller
period (a = 7:4m) is excited. Coherent light is emitted into very sharp peaks at angles
corresponding to k = m  2=a (m = 0; 1; 2; :::). This can be explained by an in-phase
coupling between mode antinodes in adjacent gaps of the grating.
at kjj = 2=a (compare with Figure 5.7). Hence, we call this the 2-state [153].
The patterns in Figure 5.10 (b) and (c) share the general stability properties as well
as coupling of the coherent emission to the grating period over large distances. The
threshold for a -state is three to ﬁve times lower than for the 2-state (15 nJ per
pulse) due to the particular ﬁeld distribution in the lateral direction. The input-
output characteristic of the 2-state is presented in Figure 5.11. Interestingly, the
thresholds of coherent emission obtained from the metal-stripe region 3 compared to
thresholds obtained in region 1 are identical, within experimental error. This implies
that an optimized structure (lasing modes matching the gain maximum, the ratio of
metal stripe width to metal-free stripes changed to minimize losses, and so on) will
lead to very low lasing thresholds due to this additional lateral conﬁnement, allowing
it to be competitive with the best metal-free devices.
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Figure 5.11: The input-output characteristic of the hybrid cavity containing a metal grating
of period a. Here, the 2-state is selectively excited using a small pump spot of 2m
diameter. After the linear increase in the spontaneous emission regime, lasing action is
evidenced by the non-linear increase. A coherence threshold of 15 nJ/pulse is obtained.
The build-up of coherence in our device is accompanied by a line width reduction in
both energy and k-space. The ratio of !=! above threshold, where ! is the fre-
quency of the lasing spots and ! is the full-width at half-maximum, exceeds 2,000
for the 2-emission. Note that the structure is not optimized for the lowest possible
lasing threshold, as apparent from the strong detuning of the resonances with respect
to the gain maximum of DCM. Here, our aim is to cover the majority of the widely
shifted modes with the DCM emission spectrum.
In order to interpret these results, we consider the periodic photonic potential in one
dimension formed by metal-covered and metal-free regions in this patterned micro-
cavity. Owing to its high directionality in k-space, lasing is accompanied by a spread
of the emitting mode in real space. This corresponds to phase locking between ad-
jacent conﬁned cavity photons. In this case, the lateral wavefunction is Bloch-type,
with an electric ﬁeld distribution that is macroscopically coherent.
For the -state, Fourier-transform arguments (see following Section) demand that an
emission into kjj = =a originates from a spatial electric ﬁeld distribution of period
2a. This implies that the electric ﬁeld amplitudes in adjacent periods of the grating
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oscillate out-of-phase. Similarly, the emission of the 2-state corresponds to in-phase-
locked oscillations of adjacent periods of the grating. Naturally, the zero-state also
requires amplitudes locked in-phase.
The large spatial extent of the coupling is very surprising; it is estimated from the
peak widths in k-space to  40m for the 2-state, spanning at least ﬁve periods
of the array. This statement is supported by a detailed Fourier analysis presented in
the next Section.
Typically, the electric ﬁeld in the metal stripes is evanescent, but a coherence thresh-
old is reached when the gain across such a macroscopic mode balances the losses. A
selective stimulation of zero-, -, or 2-states then depends on the overlap between
the pump spot and the ﬁeld maxima of a mode. This process is considered particu-
larly sensitive because of the high density of maxima and nodes in the lateral electric
ﬁeld proﬁle. With a minor shift of the pump spot, a diﬀerent state reaches threshold
ﬁrst. Such selection might provide the basis of a purely optical logic device.
5.3.1 Macroscopic coherence
In the previous Sections, the far ﬁeld emission properties including the coherence
properties are discussed. In the spontaneous emission regime, the three typical res-
onances are identiﬁed. In order to estimate how these resonances may couple in
space, we simulate their spatial electric ﬁeld distributions shown in Figure 5.12. A
suitable approximation is the transmission of monochromatic light at an appropriate
resonance wavelength. For this, we solve the Maxwell equations for a cross-section
of the microcavity using the commercial RSoft software package with the ModeProp
module2. The calculation of the far ﬁeld pattern allows to ﬁt the experimental angle-
resolved spectra, yielding an ’organic cavity’ mode wavelength, c  656 nm and a
thickness of the metal layer  44 nm, which coincides (6%) with the design values.
All values are used as input for a two-dimensional simulation of the electric ﬁeld
distribution between two metal stripes, assuming periodic boundary conditions to
simulate the metal grating. With a period of 8m and a stripe width of 6m, the
modeled system is close to the experimental samples, which show periods of 7.4 or
2The refractive indices of TiO2 and SiO2 are nH = 2:2 and nL = 1:45, the complex refractive
indices of the organic material with constant residual absorption are ~nc = 1:75 + i0:002, and for
silver ~nm  0:1 + i4:0.
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Figure 5.12: Electric ﬁeld distributions of (a) the cavity mode, (b) TS1, and (c) TS2, cal-
culated across the cross-section of an organic microcavity with an embedded silver grating.
Simulation of the transmission of coherent light (wavelength as indicated) incident perpen-
dicular to the cavity from the bottom between  1m < x <  1m. The superimposed
white rectangles indicate the position of the silver in the cavity cross-section. The red lines
indicate the active organic layer.
11.1m and stripe widths of 3 or 7m, respectively.
As expected, a transmission pattern at 656 nm yields an electric ﬁeld enhancement
in the gap between two metal stripes, in the center of the active layer. This corre-
sponds to the ’position’ of the cavity mode. The TS1 state (at 684 nm) has a major
contribution in the active layer above the metal stripes. The slight downward shift
towards the silver stripe is in agreement with the general notion that the TS1 state
is an altered cavity resonance shifted by the absorption of the metal. In contrast,
the TS2 state peaks below the silver layer, in the ﬁrst adjacent dielectric layer pair
of the bottom DBR. This calculation is in full agreement with the one-dimensional
result presented in Figure 4.7 on page 76. Note that in this simulation no indications
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of surface plasmon polaritons become apparent. The reason is the limited number
of Fourier orders taken into account and the enormous computing resources needed
(several 10 hours per mode and wavelength).
Figure 5.12 also illustrates the potential for a spatial coupling between the cavity
mode and the TS1 state. Although the ﬁeld distributions are given only for the
ground state energies, their overtones show a similar behavior. This warrants a spa-
tial overlap between the high-energy tail of the TS1 parabola and the cavity mode. In
particular, we show that the cavity mode parabola is Bragg-scattered over at least 7
orders in the experimentally measured angular dispersion (compare with Fig. 5.10).
These higher order replica eﬃciently couple to the TS1 state due to their overlap in
space, energy and k-space. These ﬁndings are important for the interpretation of the
stimulated emission from periodically patterned microcavities.
Via interference, the angle-resolved measurements do include information about the
coherence distribution in real space, which is fully accessible by Fourier transform.
Any scattered light is ’ﬁltered’ this way. In Figure 5.13, we further analyze the
angle-resolved emission patterns shown in Figure 5.10 (b) and (c). For this, we
Fourier-transform two k-space proﬁles, one of the - and one of the 2-state (at their
respective coherence eigenenergies). The Fourier transform yields three results:
First, the amplitude of the spatial electric ﬁeld distribution gives insight into the
coherent coupling strength between adjacent metal-free gaps. It reﬂects the distri-
bution of the coherence in the sample in real space, which is needed to produce our
observed interference patterns in momentum space. The envelope of the amplitude
distribution contains information about the size of our coherent states. From the en-
velopes shown in Figure 5.13, we estimate the extent of coherence to about 40m for
the 2-state. In this region, we can identify clear coherent contributions of at least
ﬁve individual metal-free gaps to the collective state. As the diﬀerent lobes in k-space
in Figure 5.10 (c) are well separated, we can compute the envelope in real space by
Fourier-transforming a single lobe in k-space, obtaining an excellent approximation to
the spatial envelope of the numerically calculated Fourier transform. For the -state
in Figure 5.10 (b), the diﬀerent lobes in k-space overlap in their wings, such that the
Fourier transform of a single lobe would necessarily require a rectangular cutoﬀ in
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Figure 5.13: Distribution of coherent light on top of the sample, obtained by Fourier
transformation of the laser lobes of the 2-state (a) and -state (b) in k -space. The green
star represents the small pump spot (diameter 2m) of 532 nm between two metal stripes.
In the 2-state case (a) all amplitudes share the same phase. In the case of the -state (b)
the transverse mode exhibits phase shifts as visible in the unwrapped phase in the upper
graph, resulting in a change of sign of the ﬁeld amplitude between adjacent stripes (dotted
line). In both cases the existence of non-vanishing amplitudes identiﬁes lower bounds of the
coherence area: 40m for the 2-state in (a), and 30m for the -state in (b).
k-space, resulting in turn in an overestimation of the spatial extension in real space.
From the numerical Fourier transform in Figure 5.13 (b), we ﬁnd clear evidence for
substantial ﬁeld contributions from at least three adjacent stripes, covering a region
of more than 30m.
Second, the intensity of this ﬁeld distribution inside the microcavity relates to the
quantity we measure in spatially resolved ﬂuorescence experiments. Please note that
in a real experiment, this k-space ’ﬁltered’ information always overlaps with scat-
tered non-coherent light outside the microcavity and might even obscure it. While it
becomes apparent that for the -state the majority of the intensity is localized inside
the centered metal-free area, less than half of the intensity is located there for the
2-state.
Third, the relative phases of adjacent ﬁeld maxima are plotted in the upper graph.
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We make the reasonable assumption that minima or nodes are always found in metal-
covered regions such that absorption losses are minimized. Further, we extract the
unwrapped phase for the -state to demonstrate the phase shifts of the transverse
mode for adjacent ﬁeld maxima in lateral direction. With these Fourier-transformed
data, we demonstrate the invaluably superior quality of k-space information when it
comes to analyzing coherence in a periodically patterned microcavity. Note that the
widths of the lobes in k-space are pump-power dependent.
In summary, we show that organic microcavities are powerful tools for the experi-
mentalist. Although the electric ﬁeld in the metal layer is damped, the net gain of
the macroscopic mode overcomes these losses. By tightly focusing a pump beam, we
can spatially select stable coherence emission of a certain state. We therefore demon-
strate the enormous potential of thin metal gratings, not simply for coupling light
out of a microcavity, but also for controlling coherent states of distinct symmetry.
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6 Conclusion and Outlook
The two main foci of the current thesis are planar and structured silver layers em-
bedded into an organic microcavity. In this Chapter, the achievements of both topics
are brieﬂy reviewed and directions for future work are suggested.
In this work, we have developed and manufactured high-quality, metal-organic hybrid
microcavities. It is demonstrated that the implementation of structured or unstruc-
tured thin silver layers inside an organic microcavity is not necessarily detrimental to
the optical properties. Instead, the special design opens up new ways to rich physics
and possible device applications.
The ﬁrst part of this thesis deals with the optical properties of planar structures. All-
dielectric microcavities without an incorporated silver layer are produced and serve
as references. By applying the novel optical in situ spectroscopy technique, the cavity
layer thicknesses is perfectly matched without the necessity of knowing the optical
constants of the organic media. Using -photoluminescence spectroscopy, the basic
optical properties of such organic microcavities are studied in detail. By recording
the non-linear optical response of the devices in dependence on the excitation energy,
the typical laser input-output characteristics are obtained.
In a further step, a homogeneous ﬂat 40-nm-thick silver layer, with the prospect of
being used as an electrical contact is implemented between the bottom DBR and the
organic active layer. In this case, the photon density of states changes substantially.
This results in the experimental observation of a transition from a single cavity mode
into two Tamm states. Despite having only one cavity layer, two coupled resonances
are observed whose eigenenergies are controlled by varying the thickness of the silver
layer and the adjacent dielectric layers, respectively. With increasing silver thickness
they approach each other but do not cross. A study of the electric ﬁeld distribution
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of both occurring modes inside the cavity structure serves to identify a bonding and
an anti-bonding state, and a coupling of both evident from a clear anticrossing. An
analysis of the Q factors reveals the metal-induced losses which lead to a decrease
of the corresponding Q factor of TS1 down to 50%. For silver thicknesses of about
40 nm, the localization and coupling are maximized, resulting in comparable Q factors
of both occurring modes. At the resonance wavelength of TS1, the overall transmit-
tance intensity drops by only 25% – even though a 40 nm silver layer is embedded.
The associated spectral changes are observed by using the emission spectrum of an
organic material, which provides a large oscillator strength over a wide spectral range.
The experimentally observed splitting and shifting of the modes are described numer-
ically by applying a theoretical model based on the transfer matrix method. A study
of the samples in the far ﬁeld geometry of the -photoluminescence setup reveals
parabolic energy dispersions of the shifted modes. Depending on the detuning with
respect to the DBR stop band, the dispersions of both modes split into cross-polarized
(TE and TM) branches. The presented analytical model explains the coupling be-
tween the two modes by the residual transmission of the metallic layer and excellent
agreement with the experimental data is obtained. According to the calculation, the
polarization splitting increases quadratically with increasing angle of incidence, again
perfectly conﬁrming the observations of the experiment. Thus, the coupling of Tamm
plasmons and microcavity photons oﬀers deep insights into the mode structure. Also,
the ability to control the resonances of orthogonal polarization with such sharp spec-
tral features is a very attractive property for optoelectronic device applications.
In a further step, the design of the cavities is optimized allowing to exploit intrin-
sic properties of Tamm plasmons: minimized metal-based absorption and enhanced
localization of the ﬁeld next to the silver layer enables to study the coherence prop-
erties of Tamm states at room temperature. The coherence of such states could be
of similar interest as lasing from surface plasmons, with the advantage that Tamm
states are intrinsically emitting inside the light cone and exist in both polarizations.
The threshold of Tamm state lasing is of the same order of magnitude as without any
metal inside the device.
The second main focus of this thesis is put on structured silver layers inside organic
microcavities.
First, a shallow mesa pattern of circular shape is realized by embedding and perfo-
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rating a thin silver layer. This structure provides a pronounced photon conﬁnement
which leads to a discretized cavity dispersion and enables the presence of extended
Tamm states at the same time. The results are modeled by Fourier transforming the
mesa states, obtained from solving the Helmholtz equation, and an excellent agree-
ment with the measurements is achieved. With hydrophobic spreading, an eﬃcient
technique is demonstrated that allows for structuring metal layers with minor addi-
tional eﬀort and simultaneously yields optical mesas with a well pronounced optical
conﬁnement.
Second, a pattern of regular silver stripes is implemented inside the cavities. As a
result, areas with and without metal are investigated and the impact of the period-
icity and the additional provided photon conﬁnement is discussed. As in the case of
the circular mesas, the conﬁnement of these mode causes a noticeable discretization
of the occurring modes including the Tamm states, accompanied by satellite states
which are inside the corresponding parabolae. The reproduction of the cavity disper-
sion parabola in k-space at multiples of the resulting reciprocal lattice vector given
by the grating is a consequence of the periodicity provided by the metallic stripes. A
further eﬀect is the occurrence of periodic, quasi-linear lines in the far ﬁeld pattern.
These modes can be ascribed to high-order components of SPPs conﬁned to the in-
terface between metal and the adjacent dielectric media. The tight localization of
such modes at the interface enables to observe a broad momentum distribution up
to order number 30.
In a ﬁnal step, the coherence properties of the metal-grating sample are studied. The
metal stripes lead to various eﬀects: Bloch-like optical states can be excited with
eigenenergies depending on the (energetically) favored mode. Above a certain excita-
tion threshold, the cavity emission condenses in k-space into patterns of zero-, - or
2-states. By tightly focusing the pump beam, spatially stable coherence of a certain
state can be selected. As in the case of a planar metal layer, the lasing thresholds
of the sample with embedded metal stripes are of the same order of magnitude as
for the photonic mode in samples without metal. A Fourier analysis reveals a phase-
locking between adjacent antinodes of the cavity mode over macroscopic distances.
For the 2-state, the coherent mode covers several periods of the metal stripes and
exceeds 40m in space. Hence, the enormous potential of thin metal gratings is
demonstrated, not simply for coupling light out of a microcavity, but also for control-
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ling coherent states of distinct symmetry. This emphasizes the signiﬁcance of these
results and motivates the further study of more complex metallic structures and a
second electrode inside organic microcavities.
Work on conductive materials inside organic microcavities is just at the beginning,
and detailed studies of embedded electrodes are of great interest. The characteriza-
tion and optimization of the optical design will help to further reduce the losses and
to decrease the coherence threshold. A systematic investigation of suitable materials
for the mirrors and the active layer will open the way for high electric current densi-
ties and extended lifetimes of the devices. Thus, both aspects are considered the key
parameters to realize an electrically driven organic solid state laser.
A promising candidate to replace thin metallic electrodes is the recently established
graphene, which is a monolayer of carbon atoms tightly packed into a two-dimensional
honeycomb lattice [154]. Despite of limitations concerning availability due to so-
phisticated and costly manufacturing techniques, certain properties of a monolayer
graphene are extremely attractive and reach even theoretically predicted limits: the
deﬁnite absorption of  = 2:3% ( is the ﬁne structure constant) [155], an elec-
tron mobility of 2:5  105 cm2V 1s 1 [156], very high thermal conductivities above
3000WmK 1 [157], and the ability to sustain 106-times higher current densities than
copper [158], appear promising for many future contacting applications.
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For TM-modes, the electric ﬁeld distribution as presented in Section 5.1.3 reads:
Eznl(; ') / Jl(knl) cos(l'): (7.1)
To obtain the electric ﬁeld distribution in the detection (x   y) plane, a Fourier
transform is analytically calculated as follows (after [159]):
F(Eznl(; ')) =
Z R
0
Z 2
0
Eznl(; ')e
 ikx cos'd'd
=
Z R
0
Z 2
0
cos(l')e ikx cos'd'

Jl(knl)d
= 2
Z R
0
Jl(kx)Jl(knl)d
= 2R
knlJl(kzR tan c)Jl 1(knlR)  kz tan cJl 1(kzR tan c)Jl(knlR)
k2z tan
2 c   k2nl
:
(7.2)
The kx component of the wave vector is expressed via the angle of emission inside
the active layer c as:
kx = kz tan c: (7.3)
Squaring the expression of the transformed ﬁeld gives the intensity of the far ﬁeld
distribution as shown in Figure 5.4 (b) which can be compared to the experimentally
measured data.
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